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Synopsis
                      '
     TVIdssbauer spectra are measured on the random solid solutions

over the nearly whole concentration range of the Fe-Cr alloy

system and the temperature range of O.03-300K, and are analyzed

by a computer taking consideration of the environment effect of

the first and second near neighbour Cr atoms around an Fe atorn.

Isolated Fe atoms in the Cr-rich solid solution have a low internal

field of about -2.4MA/m(30kOe) even at temperatures lower than

14K, which is independent of the concentration in the range of

higher than 86.7 atO/eCr. The low interanl field and its tempera-

ture dependence are interpreted in terms of the Kondo effect.

     The internal field and isomer shift are measured at room

temperature for aHoys annealed at temperatures, 700-1100K, to

clarify the miscibility gap of the Fe-Cr phase diagram. The

Mdssbauer spectroscopy is so sensitive that it discloses the

existence of the 'metastable' miscibility gap which has not been

detected by previou$ studies using conventlonal methods. The

miscibi!ity gap discovered is conÅíirmed to be thermodynantcally

describable by the regular solution approximation.

     The kinetics of the early stage phase decomposition of sblid

solution which is accompanied by the aging at temperatures wtthin
                                 '       .the miscibility gap is systematically studied by computing the

internal field probabi!ity and 'difference' spectrum with acom-

bination of thetransmission electron microscopy. In addition to
             s
an evidence for the gradual transition from the nucleation-growth
                         'to the spinodal decomposition in the concentration range of
30-40 atO/oCr, the conspicuous superiority of the former is con-

firmed for alloys with the Cr content of less than 38 atO/oCr.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

     The addition ofchro[niurn atoms into iron matrix improves its

mechanieal and chemical propertles such as strength, resistance

to corrosion, to oxidation and to creep and so on. Therefore most

of industrial steels contain Cr atoms more or less. Among others,

ferritic stainless steels which contain Cr atoms up to 300/o of

the total mass are representative examples of the cornmercial use

of Fe-Cr binary alloys. In recent years, high chromium staÅ}nless

steels have been receiving considerable attention because of the
                                                   '        'excelleh't resistance ' to stressL-corfosion cracking Which is widely

known as ''Achiless' tendon'' of austenitic stainless steels. High

chromium ferritic stainless•steel$, however, have also a fatal
shortcoming caned ''47sOc embritt!ernent"i'2):they become un$uitable

foir many industrial application because of the $evere brtttleness
          '
when heated at temperatures around 750K. There is no available

way to suppress the embrittlement at present. A numerous nurnbeÅé
of studies has been carried out so far by means of hardnesg'4)

and strength tests5'61 eiectricai resistivity3'7)and magnetization

measurements8'9'iO ) x-ray diffraction3'ii'i2) electron microscope

observation4'i3'i4)and so on. These studies presented a conclusion

that the embritt]ement is phenomenologically ascribed to the phase

decomposition of solld solutions stable at high ternperatures into

two bcc pha$es with different Cr content, that is, the Fe--rich
      ' '"tphase and the Cr-rich phase, within the miscibility gap which

exists below 830K in Fe-Cr binary alloy systern (cLp.41). But,

these traditional experimental techniques were not effective to

clarify the detaÅ}Ied mechanism of the phase decomposition because

of a smaM differenÅëe aln the lattice pararneter between Fe and

Cr metals and of closeness of the atornic scattering factor of
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the constituent atoms.

Besides such practical importance in lndustrial materials,

Fe-Cr aUoys may be one of the most favorable objects for a
study of the spinodal deco(nposltion on which there is an ardent

controversy in physical metallurgy and statistical physics,

because of the followÅ}ng rea$ons:

(1) IViiscibility gap spreads over the wide concentration range,

having a rough symmetry about x=O.5.
                                                             '                                                         t.(2) Strain effect is expec.t,,e' d'  to be small because of a rather
                                s
smaU difference in lattice pararneter between Cr and Fe metal.

(3) Both of the precipitate phase and the matrix have a bcc

structure, which wili result in a simple precipitaion process.

     ClassiÅëal, linearized spinodal theory due to Cahn and
       16-18)         defines a clear spinodal line between the nucleationHi1liard
                                 'and growth(IV-G) and the spinodal decomposition(S) as a locus

at which the second derivatives of the Gibbs free energy with

respect to the solute concentration become zero. However,
     19,20)
        emphasized in his non-linearized spinodal theory basedLanger

on the statistical mechanics that the free energy used in the

classical theory should be defined more carefully: conventional

Gibbs free energy, G, which has two inflection points below

a critical temperature for the phase separation can not be a
'true' free ene'r" gy for temperatures and concentrations within the

               , --miscibUity gap. He stressed that the true free energy must be a

convex function of composition x, thus the spinodal line defined

by a2G/ek2=O has no physical signiÅíicance. The change from the

N-G to the S mechanisrn is expected to take place continuously
as a function of xiY)computer simulations based on the kinetic
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          2i-24)
lsing modei have confirmed that a tinie evolutlon of the struc-

ture function S(k,t)-the Fouriertransform of the concentration

correlation function---exhibits a qualitative agreement with the

Langer's theory:S(k,t) vs. k curves show a gradual change with

increasing its broadness and decreasing its altitude when the

solute concentratÅ}on is varied across the spinodal line. The

Computer simulation based on the cluster kinetics due to Mirold
           25)             has al$o confirmed that the spinodal line has noand Binder

physical signiÅíicance. But, their result was in opposition to

the Langer's theory in the point that the decomposÅ}tion kinetics

within the classical spinodal line is qua!itatlvely consistent

with the nucleation.

     Besides these theoretica] approaches to the phase decompo-

sition, it is now strongly needed to accumulate systematic and
considerable data about the subject by means of recent advanced

experimental techniques. M6ssbauer spectroscopy and neutron
scattering measurements are the most effective means for the

purpose of study frorn the microscopic view point on the decom-

position. According to the neutron scattering study due to Katano
          26,27) -and Iizumi , a time evolution of the scattering intenslty is

qualitatively consistent with the result of computer simulation
                           28) 24)due to Binder and Stauffer and Sur et al. in the case of the

32atO/oCr and 40atO/oCr sample aged at 723K and 773K, respectively.

Concentration dependence of the scattering Å}ntensity curve is

rather agreeable with the predictions of the Langer's theory.

They concluded that the decomposition kinetics of Fe-Cr alloys

is well described by the recent spinodal theory and computer
                   '
simulations on the whole. However, neutron scattering intensity

-3-



measurernent observes the concentration profUe in the Fourler

space, so that it overlooks information about the precipitation

of the second phase which is usually accompanied by the early

stages of the N-G mechanism and by the later stages of the S

decomposition. Mdssbauer spectroscopy is more suitable -than

neutron scattering measurements to detect such a small concent-

ration changes accompanied by the precipitation of the second
phase, because the internal field and the isomer shift at 57Fe

nuclei feel sensitively the atomic configuration changes in

its neighbouring sites. If there is an essential difference

between the N-G and the S mechanism, it will be recognized in

the initial stages of the decomposition. It is main features

of this study to carry out a systematlc, accurate Mbssbauer

spectroscopy measurements on the magnetic properties and the

initial stages of the phase separation of Fe-Cr alloys with

the aid 'of numerica] analysis and simulation of Mdssbauer spec-

tra with a cornputer.

     Main contents of this paper consists of four parts. In

gl, fundamental magnetÅ}c properties of iron-chromium solid

solution and parameters available for computer analysis of
rvi6ssbauer spectra are obtalned. In g2, the magnetlc phase di-

agram and the magnetic behavior of Fe atoms in the Cr-rich solid

solution are studied. In S3, the miscibÅ}lity gap of the solid

solution is determined experimentally and calculated on the
basis of thermodynarnics. In g4, kinetics of the phase decompo-

sition and the difference between the nucleation and growth

process and the spinodal decomposition are discussed.
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Chapter 2. Magnetic Properties of Iron-Chromium Solid Solutions

Sl. Concentration dependence of the internal field and the

    isomer shift

1.1 Introduction

     Physical properties of 3d-transition metals, such as mag-

netisrn, atomic volurne, bulk modulu$ and so on, are closely re-

lated to the 3d-band structure. When Cr atoms are added to pure

iron, the electron transfer takes place to screen the nuclear

charge difference, so that physical properties vary with Cr
                                   l)
content, x. A theoretical treatment based on the coherent po-
                            'tential approximation predicts that the number of 3d-electrons

and the magnetic moment of Fe atoms first increase, and then

decrease with increasing x , showing a good agreement to the
                        2)
neutron diffraction data. The rvlOssbauer spectroscopy Å}s also

effective to interpret the magnetic and the electronic properties

of alloys:the internal field and the isomer shlft m.easure the

magnetic moment of Fe atoms and the tota! s--electron density

at the nucleus, respectively. The effect of Cr on the internal
                                          3) 4) 5)
field at Fe nuciei was examined by Wertheim, Vincze, Sauer and
        6)
Schwartz. It was confirmed that single Cr atom in the first

and the second nearest neighbour shell causes about 60/o decrease

in the internal field. A linear relationship between the mean
                                     '
internal field and the Cr content has been obtained by Johnson
     7)
et al.in the concentration range of OSxE!O.64 at 4.2K and 300K,
              8)and by Yarnarnoto in the eoncentration range O.2L<xSO.48 at 300K.
                                         57     The effect of Cr impurity on the Fe isomer shift was
                     5)                      . in the concentration range O.1 to 5e/oCr:studied by Sauer et al

The isomer shSft first increases with increasing Cr content,
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then tends to decrease when the Cr content exceeds 30/o. They ex-

plained qualitatively the anomalous isomer shift change in terms

of the change in the number of 3d- and 4s-like electrons. Walker
etal9)measur'ed the isomer shifLu cf Fe atom diluLLely dissolved

in Cr as well as Ni and Co, and interpreted quantitatively in

terms of the change in the 4s-like electrons.

     These experiments were, however, mostly linited ln the

narrow concentration ranges, or sometimes were made under differ-

ent experimental conditions. As wÅ}11 be mentioned in chapter 3,

since the practical and industrial problems such as the phase decom-

posltion in the Fe-Cr system spread over a wide concentration

range, it is first needed to accumulate fundaJnental and system-

atic Mdssbauer data in the same wide range of concentration.

Present section treats concentration dependences of the internal

field and isomer shift in the whole concentration range of the

Fe-Cr system, and a corriputer analysis of Mdssbauer spectra con-

sidering the effect of the local envÅ}ronment around Fe atoms.

1.2 Experimental procedure

a. Sample preparatfon and rvr6ssbauer effect rneasurement

     Cr contents of specimens used in the present study are

compiled in Table 1.1. Specirnens with x=O.21, O.287, O.363 and

O.556 were prepared from electrolytic iron with 99.950/o purity

and electrolytic chromium with 99.970/o purity by using an electri-

cal induction furnace in vacuo. Others were meÅ}ted in an elec-
                          'trieal arc furnace in an argon atmosphere by using electrolytic

iron with 99.9990/o purity and electrolytic chroniurn with 99.970/o pu-

rity as raw materials. Specimens with the Cr content xSO.7 were first

-8-



Table 1.1 Chromium content x of specimens used.

-M?ptr7fii5-7

                                                       O.994 10                                                              a

O.028 c 11 O.363 c 21 O.668 a 31
O.050 c 12 O.377 c 22 O.695 a 32
O.078 c 13 O.405 c 23 O.705 a 33
O.102 c 14 O.416 c 24 O.711 a 34
O.133 c 15 O.503 c 25 0.767 a 35
O.153 c 16 O.556 c 26 O.803 a 36
O.179 c 17 O.571 c 27 O.813 a 37
O.210 c 18 O.590 c 28 O.827 a 38
O.287 c 19 O.626 c 29 O.845 a 39
O.315 c 20 O.639 a 30 O.864 a 40

 eea; by atomic absorption spectroscopy, c;by chemical analysis

hot-rolled at temperatures around 1400K, then rolled at room

temperature down to O.02mrn in thickness. Others, being brittle,

were ground into powders with rnetallj.c files followÅ}ng to the

compositional homogenization-annealing at 1500K for 173ks(48h).

Fine powders passed through a 400 mesh sieve were used as M6ssbauer

absorbers. These foUs and powders, the latter being sealed Å}nto

a silica tube, were finally heated in vacuo to a temperature

range of 1000 to 1300K where only a-phase exists in equilibrium,

and then quenched into iced water. The tube was crushed at the

moment immersed into the water. As a Mdssbauer source, 1.11 GBq
(3omci) 57co plated onto a Rh fon was used. The source velocÅ}ty

was changed in a saw-tooth wave with a constant acceleration
mode ranging from -10 to 10 mm/s in the case of the whole spectrum

measurement, and -2 to 2 mm/s in the case of the partial spectrum

measurement. Before and after the measurement on each alloy
specirnen, pure iron containing more than goo/o of 57Fe was measured

to check the velocity reliability, which proved that a fluctua-

tion of velocity axis was within Å}one channel.

-9-



b . C omp u t e r ca l cula ti on of th e jut"6 s sba u e r sp e ct ru m

     In the computer calculations of Mdssbauer spectra to see

the local envlronment effect, the effect of Cr atoms in the

tirst two coordination shells on a central Fe atom is consid-

ered. The measured spectrum is regarded as the superposition
                                      3)of 63 spectra with the internal field,

     H(m,n)= Ho-an?--bn, (1.1)
and the isomer shift,

     JS(m,n )=d(H (m, n)- Hp), (1.2)
for an Fe atom with m nearest neighbour (nn) and n next nearest

neighbour (nnn) Cr atoms. Here Hp is the internal field of pure

iron at room temperature: -26.5MA/m(333kOe). Other parameters,

Ho,a,b,andd are determined to give the best fit of the calcu-

lated spectra to the experimental data by computing the values

of the rnean square deviation,Zp2 . Relative amplitudes of the

component spectra are assumed to be given by the binornial dis-

tribution,

     P(m,n)==sc, 6c,xM'"(L•-x)i4MM-". (1.3)

1.3 Results and discussion

1.3.1 General aspects of the Mb'ssbauer spectrum

     Experlmentai IV!dssbauer spectra for various alloys are shown

by dots in Figs.1.1(a) through (f) after the background express-

ed by a quadratic equation is subtracted frorn raw data. Solid

lines stand for spectra synthesized by a computer to examine

the environmental effect. These are the examples among eleven

specimens studied ranging from x=O.05 to x=O.65. Even if x is

varied in such a wide range, good fit of the calculation to the

-10-
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 - Fig.1.1 Experimental M6ssbauer spectra(dot) obtained at room tempe-rature
   and      spectra synthesized(solid line) by a computer to see the local
   environrfient effect foxs various Fel-xC+rx alloys.

  experimentaJ data is obtaLned with a careful selection of pararn-

  eters Å}n eq.(1.1). The half width,r, of a Lorentzian curve and the

  isomer shift coefficient,d, in eq.(1.2) are iteration parameters
                                                   '  in addition to Ho,a, and b. But, they scarÅéely depend upon x within
  the limit tried:p=o.27mm/s,d=g.7xlo-3mm s-i/MAm'i(7.7x164mm s-i/koe).

  For the aUoys with xSO.153, rather poor fits are observed for

  the outermost peaks than the inner peaks. For the higher Cr con-

  tent alloys with x)O.287, the fit between the calculation and the
                                                         10)  experimental points is satisfactory. Nys and Gielen                                                            reached
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to a conclusion that the computatj.on rnethod holds for dilute Cr

contents, because their calculated spectrum for the Fe-300/oCr

alloy agreed little with the experimental data. This was a natu-

ral result because they used parameters for dilute Cr alloys and

ignored its concentratÅ}on dependence. Pararneters , Ho, a, and b,

which give the best fit to the experimental spectrum within

the limit calculated are shown in Fig.1.2 as a function of x. In

the concentratton range O.05SxSO.57, Ho is substantially independ-

ent of x: Ho=-26.7Å}O.IMA/m(33sÅ}lkOe). In the concentration range

O.57SxSO.64, Hois given by an emplrÅ}cal equation,

     HoIMA m"- 1=-73.7 x+67.5. (1.4)
Vaiues of a,b are also independent of x in the concentration

range xlO.2: a=2.06Å}O.02MA/m(25.9Å}O.3kOe), b=1.47Å}O.Ol rvIA/m

(18.5 Å} O.2kOe). Percent decrease of the internal field relative

to the value of pure iron ls about 7.80/o and 5.50/o per single

Cr atom in the nn and ,nnn shell, respectively. It should be

noted that, as far as the effect on the magnitude of the internal

              - 3.
               tE               { 2. AA AA A A aA AAAA

               Q oO               ti Uam pbn ao"v                 1.

              TE 3
                            hk = -as.7               { ..-o-o-oLti---'c;. SI-za7.IZ6I71)tssx

                                            o

Fig.1.2
content
alloy.

     x
     af

       2

 Paraffieters
for the

         O.2
  fliL

  , a, b, and Ho
room-temperature

    O.4 . .]r(cr)

, in eq.(1.1) as a
M6ssbauer spectrum
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fie!d is concerned, single Cr atom in the nn shell is equivalent
to 1.4 Cr atoms in the nnn shell. Schwartz and Chandrg)obtained

8.le/o and 6.80/o of the percent decrease of the internal field

per single Cr atom in the nn and the nnn shell, respectively,

for alloys withx=O.24 tox=O.60. These values are sUghtly
larger than those obtained here. Since their resultant synthe-

sized spectra showed poorer fit to the experlmental ones than

those calculated here, present results are more favorable. As

seen in Fig.1.1(f), the paramagnetic component in the spectrum

increases rapidly when x exceeds O.6, because the Curie tempera-
                                         11)ture approaches to the room temperature. These rapid changes

in the spectrum are ascribed to the sharp decrease in vt67accord-

ing to Fig.1.2. It should be emphasized that, since parasfieters

in eqs.(1.1) and (1.2) are substantially constant Å}n the concent-

ration range O.2SxS O.57, Mdssbauer spectra are uniquely calcu-

lable, if the 'Cr contents are known and the random distribution

of constituents atorns is assumed to be given by eq.(1.3). This

is one of the greatest advantage of the computational method

in practlcal use to synthesize the Mdssbauer spectra of the

decomposed alloys, as rnentioned in g4.

1.3.2 Concentration dependence of the internal field
     The mean internal fieldDat57Fe in various anoys is evalu-

ated from the interval between the second and the fifth absorp-

tion peaks of ths e ferrornagnetic Mdssbauer spectrum. Full circles

in Fig.1.3 show the values ofRthus obtained at room temperature.

An empirlcal relation,

     R/MA th 1. 21.3x- 26.s, (1.5)

-13-
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   Fig.1.3 Concentration dependenee of H measured at room temperature
   for Fel-,Crx alloys

is obtained by the least square fit to the experimental points

in the concentration range from x=O to x=O.56, as drawn by the

solid line in the Åíigure. Values of ff deviate sharply from eq.(1.5)

when x exceeds O.60, because the Curie temperature of the Fe-JCr alloy

locates near the room temperature around x=O.7. The alioys are
pararnagnetic at roorA temperature for x)O.67. Values published by
            7)
Johnson et ai. (open circles) agree very well with the presents)

results except for the point at x=O.63. Those obtained by Yamarnoto

(cubÅ}cs) show a. slight departure from eq.(1.5). The accuracy for

measuring H is estimated about Å}O.16TCA/m(2kOe) for the present

measurernent. One can, therefore, evaluate the unknown Cr content

with an accuracy of Å}O.Ol, if H is known, on the assumption

of the random distribution of the constituent atoms.

     Figure 1.4 shows the mean lnternal fUed,H, obtained at

4.2K as a function of x. Present results marked by open circles
                                                  7)
are in accord with,those obtained by Johnson et al. (full cirÅéles)
and by Herbert et all2)(triangies). An empiricai equation,
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      --1      H/MAm =18.7x-26.8, (1.6)
is obtained by the least square method in the concentration
range OSx<-O.85. In general, H is related to the atomÅ}c magnetic

moment by an eimpirlcal expression,

     H " Ct PF, + B p' , ( 1 . 7 )
where tr' is the average atomic magnetic moment which is given by

      l'.'t -'-(1-X) Z"Fe 'P"c,'1io' (1•8)
He]7e uFe, "c,, and po are the magnetic moment of Fe atoms, that of

Cr atoms and that associated with conduction electrons, respec-
                                    13)
tively. According to Lander and Heaton, uo i.'"s assurned as

      uo =-O.I U- . (1.9)
The coefficients, a and B, are evaluated by substituting the exper-
                                                        14)
imental value of p- obtained by the magnetization measurement and
                                                        15)
thOSe Of UF, and pc, by the neutron diffraction experiment into
eq$. (1. 7) to (1.9): ct =-5•7 MA rn- i/ pB , s =-6.3 MA rn- i/ pB . The dashed line

in Fig.1.4 is the calculated result of eq.(1.7) by iusing these values.
                                          S)                                             on Cr-Fe alloys ofAccording to the susceptibUity measurement

the concentratlon$ x=O.95 tc O.98, iron atoms have the localized

magnetic moment of 1.4pB, then eq.(1.7) suggests that H of more

   "x
T{ `ofk;;:,.j;,.B;;,{{;,.//E7.=-5•7I"-6.3P

it.-.,,, jl7::""`"x

'"-- g=18.7X-26.8
2 -io
L            12)s.E 2ma.rttlll,a.i•.7)

     oResent work
      42K
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-1 oo
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             Fl, x(cr) Cr
Fig.1.4 Concentratlon dependence of H measured at 4.2K for
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than -8MA/m(100kOe) should be measured at 4.2K. The extrapola-

tion of eq.(1.6) to x=1.0 yields the slmUar result as eq.(l.7).

However, the experimentally obtained value iS at most -2.8MA/m
      12)
(35kOe) for x)O.95. Therefore, it is concluded that most Fe

atoms are not ferromagnetic in the dilute Cr-Fe alloys at low

temperatures. Details will be discussed in g2.

1.3.3 Concentration dependence of the isomer shift

     Figure1.5(a) shows the innermost two peaks of the ferromag-

netic'Mdssbauer spectra measured at roorn temperature for the
alloys with xZo.os. The average isomer shift, IS , of 57Fe in

these alloys is determined at the center of gravity of these

two peaks, the Åëenter of which being measured at the intermediate

point of the full width of the half maximum(FWHM). Fig.1.5(b)

shows single peaks measured at room temperature for paramagnetic

alloys with x)O.695. The values of IS of these aUoys are deter-

mined at the intermediate point of the FWHM of these single

peaks. Meas.urements were carried out twice on a single specimen.

The deviation of the measured values from the average was within

Å}O.O02mm/s. As seen in Fig.1.6, IS decreases linearly wlth de-

creasing x in the concentration range from x=O.15 to 1.0, being

expressed by an empirical equation,

     IS =-- O.145 x. (1.10)
              stIt should be noted that the relation is available for the deter-

mination of the unknown Cr content of Fe-Cr alloys, in particu-

lar, in the concentration range x>-O.7 where eq.(1.5) is unavaU-

able. The concentration dependence is interpreted in terms of the

contribution of (a) 4s-like electrons and (b) 3d-like electrons.
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                               '
a. Contribution of 4s-like electrons

     The isomer shift, IS, is directly related with the total
                                ' 17)electron density,p(O), at Fe nuclear site with an expression,

     IS= -y p(o), (1.11)
where y is a calibration factor(=O.386 a.u.mm/s). Assuming that
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These experirnental features may be closely related with the
                                                       1)3d-band structure as suggested in the CPA calculation.                                                          Because

3d-eleetrons scÅéeen the nuclear charge against outside 4s-elec-

trons, they may indirectly contrlbute to the isomer shift;

the increase in 3d-electrons results in the decrease in 4is=

electron density at nucleus, which means the increase in the

Å}sorner shift. The CPA calculation points out that the additÅ}on

of Cr atoms to Fe metal increases 3d-electrons in the concentra-
                                             9)tion range x<-O.2. According to Walker et al., the contribution

of 3d-electrons to the isomer shift is given by

     IS3d=O.2 An3d (1.14)
            7for the 3d configuration. A dotted line ln Fig.1.6 stands
for the surn of terms of fS4, and JS3d in which the values of An3d
                                     1)
are quated from the CPA calculation. It is evident that the
positive deviation of the isomer shift from eq.(1.10) is attrib-

utable to the contributlon of the 3d-electrons.

1.4 Conclusion

1. The local environrnental effect approximation accounts for

very well the concentration dependence of the Mdssbauer spectrum

of Fe-Cr solid solutions quenched from 1000K to 1300K. An ern-

pirical equation for the internal field, H(m,n)=Ho-am-bn, for an

Fe atom with m and n Cr' atoms in the first and the second

nearest shell holds for the whole concentration range studied

from x=O.05 to x=O.65. Parameters obtained at room temperature

are shown in Fig.1.2.

2. The mean internal field,H,changes linearly with increasing

-19-



 Cr content, being expressed by an eTnpiricai relation! HIMAm

 =21.3x -26.5,in the concentration range from x=O to x=O.56 at
 roorn temperature, and H/MAm-i=18.7x-26.8 in the concentration

 range from x=O to x=O.85 at 4.2K.

 3. The mean internal field,H,at 4.2K measures the change in the

 localized magnetic mornent of Fe atorn uF, and the average magnetic

 moment il as a function of Cr content, being expressed by an ern-
 piric al equ ati on, R/MA m- i= -s.7 p Fe -6.3 ".

 4. The isomer shift,fS,obtained at room temperature decreases

 linearly with increasing x, being expressed by an empirical
 equation,JS/mms-i=-o.145x. The Å}somer shift change is mainly

 attributable to the change in the 4s-like electrons at Fe atom

 sites. Deviation of the experimental isomer shift from the above

 relationship is interpreted in terms of the contribution of

 3d-like electrons.
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S2 Magnetic properties of Cr-rich iron-chromium solid solutions

2.1 Introduction

     The magnetic structure of Cr-Fe alloys varies sensitively

with the change of lron content in the relatively dilute con-

centration range. For instance, when the lron content,X,is
less than O.02, a transition from paramagnetic(P) to incon)men-

surable spin density wave state(I) occurs on cooling through

   . 1-3)a Neel temperature,TN . When X exceeds O.023, the commensurable

spin density wave state(C) exists stably instead of I phase

below TN. There is a characteristic triple point near the
                                                     3,4)
iron content X=O.02, where P-,I- and C-state coexist. It is

of interest to study the magnetic behavior of Fe atoms with

the change in the magnettc structure of Cr matrix by using the

M6ssbauer effect which is highly sensitive to the local envi-

ronment around Fe atoms.

     AccQrding to susceptlbility rneasurement on Cr-Fe alloys of the

concentration X=O.02 to X=O.05, Fe atoms have an effective mag-
                                    5)
netic monent of 2.2 to 2.5vB below TN. If the magnitude of rrtag-

netic moment remains unchanged even at low temperatures, the

internal field about -8MA/m(lookoe) should be measured at Fe

nuclei in the Mb'ssbauer effect experirnents. However, experimen-
                                     6-8)
tal values were at most -2.8MA/m(35koe) at 4.2K. There has been
                                         7)controversy on this subject. Herbert et ai.interpreted the small

internal field in terms of the spin compensated state which

is partially destroyed by the exchange field acting on the iron

atom sites from the spin density wav•e of the Cr matrix.

     In the Cr-Fe alloys of the concentration less than X=O.O15,
               g)
Katano and M6ri have confirrned a resistivity minimum which is
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interpreted as an evidence for the Kondo effect. But the resistivity

minimurn was not detected for the more concentrated Fe samples,

presumabiy because of the interference of the increased Fe atom

clusters. In the concentration range, X=O.04 to X=O.4, the hyper-

fine field distribution has been studied using the Mdssbauer
effect by shiga and Nakamu!8] who conciuded that there are two

states of iron atoms with a high internal field about' 7.96?iiA/m

(100kOe) or more and a low internal field about 2.8MA/m(35kOe),

which are termed as magnetic.,and nonmagnetic Fe atoms, r,espec-
tiveiY. The latter was attributed to isolated Fe atoms, and

was interpreted in terms of the Kondo effect.•A Mbssbauer effect

study for the more dilute Fe content alloy and a measurement
                                                   'of the ternperature dependence of the internal field are required

for better understanding of the magnetic behavior of the Fe

atoms. In the present section, systematic and detailed IVIdssbauer

measurements on temperature dependence of the 57Fe internal field

are performed for the Cr-Fe alloys with X=O.O06 to X=O.186. (It

should be noted that the iron content,X, is descrlbed instead

of the Cr content,x, in the present section, because the mag-

netic behavior of Fe atoms is of interest.)

2.2 Experimental procedure

     By using an electric-arc furnace, 99.9990/o electrolytically
             s' t
pure chromium and 99.970/o electrolytically pure iron were melted

in an argon atmosphere to yield about 2 grams of net weight.
Iron metal enriched to more than goo/o in 57Fe was appropriately

added to the specimens to get good rvIdssbauer spectra. In order

to ensure sufficient compositional homogeneity, speclmens were
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remelted three times fDllowed by annealing at 1400K for 173ks

(48h). The annealed specirnens were filed to get fine powder to

pass through a 400 mesh shieve. Hence, the mean dlameter of the
                                'powder used was estimated as srnaller than 40 um. Ferromagnetic

inciusions introduced through the filing process were removed

carefully with a rnagnet. Powder samples sealed into an evacuated

silica tube were annealed at 1273K for 3.6ks followed by quench-

ing into iced water. The tube was crushed as soon as it was

irnmersed into the water. Mdssbaver spectTa in the tempera-

ture range from 10K to 300K wereobtained by using a CSA-202

cryogenic refrigeration system of Air Products and Chernicals,

Inc., which controlled temperature within a fluctuation oÅí Å}O.5K

by a combinatlon of cold helium gas flows and an electric heat-

er. Spectra in the temperature range from 1.7K to 4.2K were

obtained with a cQnventional cryostat by pumping liquid helium.

The temperature, O.03K, was attained by adlabatic demagnetiza-

tion of paraxnagnetic salt, KCr-alurn. The latter two experiments

were made at ISSP of the Unlversity of Tokyo.

     M5ssbauer spectra are numerically analyzed to see the

local environmental effect by using a computer. A calculated

spectrum is generally represented by the superposition of 63
                                11)
spectra with the internal field, ,
     H(m,n)=HFO,(1--am--bn)(1+ c) , (2.1)
Here m and n are the number of Cr atoms in the first and the
                                                 esecond neighbouring shell, respectively, and HF, the in.ternal
field of pure iron at OK, HP,=-27MA/m(340kOe). The relative

amplitudes of the composite spectrum with H(m,n) are given by

the bÅ}nomial distribution(eq.(1.3)).. Representative values of
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P(m,n) calculated by eq.(1.3) are tabulated in Table 2.1 as a

function of lron content. In the concentration range, X<O.068,

an iron atom configuration with m=8 and n=6 (hereafter Fe(8,6)

atom) occurs with a rather high probabUity compared with others,

so that Fe(8,6) atoms can be distinguished from other configu-

ratlons with a hÅ}gh certainty. Hence, in the later calculation

and discussion, iron atoms in the matrix are classified into

two groups:(1) Fe(8,6) atoms and (2) Fe(r) atorns which include

aU other Fe atom configurations with m+n<14.

      Table 2.1 Probabillty,P(m,n), of finding m nearest and
      n next nearest neighbours.

p<m,n>
-TH--r-T-------L--H--H-thJ7-7Ii;;r---th-X(Fe}

IO.O06 O.Ol o.033 o.o5g lo.o68 o.o9s O.l33
P(8,6)
P(8,5)

PO,6)
20(7r5)t

O.932
O.028
e.o3s

O.870
O.OS2
O.07

O.625
O.128
O.171

O.427 IO.373
e.l61 iO.i63

IO.2isO.2i4,O.o8ilo.ogs

O.247
O.I55
O.208
O.I31

O.I36
O.12S
O.166
O.I53

2.3 Results and discu$sion

2.3.1 Temperature dependence of the internai field

     Mdssbauer spectra were measured over a wide temperature

range from 1.7K to 300K, and the mean internal field,H, was

eatimated as follows. Theoretical rVI6ssbauer spectra for a vari-

ety of internal field values were calculated by superimposing

six Lorentzian curves with intensity ratios 3:2:1:1:2:3, using

a half width measured from a pararnagnetic spectrurn. Then, a

relation curve wa$ obtained between the full width of the half

maxirnum(FWHM) and the internal field. The FWHM of the experimen-

tal spectra was converted into H by using the curve, as a rough

approximation.

    Figure 2.1 shows temperature dependence of H for the alloys
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with the lron content X=O.O06 and O.OIO. These results depict

clearly two step changes of H near the temperatures termed here

as Tl and T2 . The former is approximately consistent with TN
proposed by rnany authorisi?'9\he graduai increase in fi below a

certain temperature named here nominally as T3 will be explained

ln terms of the spin compensated state, as discussed in 2.3.4.

The H changes saturate at about 20K with a saturation field

of--2.2 to -2.4MA/m(27 to 30kOe). As an example, experimental

spectra for X=O.O06 at three different temperatures are drawn

by dots in Fig.2.2. A solid line at the top(a) is well fitted by

a Lorentzian curve with a half width of O.35mm/s obtained above

TN. The solid line at the middle(b) is a spectrum calculated

as a superposition of six Lorentzian curves with a unique inter-

nal Åíield H=-O.44NLA/m(5t5kOe), showing a good fit to the experi-

mental data. However, experimental spectra obtained at tempera-

tures lower than T3(N140K) including spectrum at 14K(c) can not be

represented by a sing]e sextuplet spectrurn with a unique inter-

nal field, suggesting the extstence of the hyperfine field dis-

tribution of iron atoms from site to site. Sinee P(8,6)=O.932

for X=O.O06 (Table 2.1), the average Å}nternal field H=-2.2MA/m

estimated from the FWHM of the experimental spectrum may be
safely attributed to the isolated Fe(8,6) atorns. But, the calcu-

lated spectrum ( (the curve No.1 in Fig.2.2) ) for the unique

internal field H=-2.2MA/m shows a deviation from the experimen-

tal data, in particular, at the vicinity of the spectrum center.

This suggests coexitence of the Fe atorns with a lower internal

field which should be naturally attrÅ}buted to the Fe(r) atoms.

Trial and error calculations result in the solid curves No.2
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with H=-O.44rvlA/m(5.5kOe) for the Fe(r) atoms. The solid curve

No.3 represents the sum of the curve No.1 and the curve No.2,

showing a satisfactory agreement with experirnental data. A

slight disagreement still observed may be due to the rather
                                                           'complex hyperfine field distribution in the ISDW structure of
Cr' matrix thari in the purely antiferromagnetic structure.

     The two step changes in H are also observed at temperatures

230-280K for the alloy with X=O.033 and X=O.059 in Fig.2.3,

for which the P--C phase tran$ition at TN has been confirmed by
     'sev6fai workers3.'4) These'6urve's show different features with

those in Fig.2.1 in two points: (1) the H changes around T2 are

much large and sharp in comparison with the lower Fe content

samples of Fig.2.1, and the very sharp change may be due to

a first order phase change which is accompanied by the appear-
ance of the c-phas8:5)(2) fi shows a rapid increase beiow a certain

ternperature named here T4 which shifts to higher temperatures
            'with increasing Fe content, being roughly coincident with the
curie temperature Tc obtained by the magnetization measurernenit7)

'around X=O.18(Fig.2.6). Thus T4 is related to the magnetic order-

ing temperature of the Fe spins. The experimental spectra of

X=O.033 rneasured above T3(N150K), as well as the case of lower

Fe content alloys, are interpreted as that iron atoms have a

single internal field as shown in Fig.2.4. The solid lines are

calcu]ate'with H=O for T=290K, H=-O.4MAIm(5kOe) for T=252K and

H=-O.96tyLA/m(12kOe) for T=232K. There is an interna] field dis-

tribution at the Fe nuclei at temperatures lower than T3(Fig.

4.2<d)). Solid curves No.1 and No.2 are the calculated spectra
                                  .with H=-2.46b"iA/rn (31kOe) for Fe(8,6) atoms and tl=-1.35MA/m
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(17.6kOe) for Fe(r) atoms, respectively. The solid curve No.3

represents the sum of these two, and agrees very well with the

experimental data. In comparison with the case of X=O.O06(Fig.2.2

(c)), a better agreement between the calculation and the experi-

ment may be due to the rather simple internal field distribution

in this alloy which has a purely antiferÅéomagnetic structure

at low temperatures. If the temperature is further lowered below

14K, the whole aspect of the spectrum changes very little as

shown in Fig.2.7(a), and the internal field of the Fe(8,6) atoms

also changes little with the value H=-2.4NLA/m(30kOe) at 1.7K.

These facts indicate that, Å}n the concentration ranges .\t-O.033,

the internal field of the isolated Fe atoms is substantially

Å}ndependent of tempeTature when TS14K, and also independent

of Fe content.

     As a representati've exam.ple of further Fe concentrated

alloys, the result for X=O.095 is shown in Fig.2.5. TheH change
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just below T2 ls very slow and may be termed as a second order

phase change, which is consistent with the result of AC calo-
      4) .rimetry. The H change just below T4 is very sharp, and the spec-

trurn corresponding to Fe<r) atoms(Fig.2.7(c),No.2 curve) exhibÅ}ts

a six-peak appearance which is characteristic of the ferromag-

netic iron atoms. The average internal field H at 1.7K for the

alloy lies on the line of eq.(1.6) extrapolated from the ferro-

magnetÅ}c Crl.xFex alloy region for X)O.15(Fig.2.8).

2.3.3 Magnetic transition temperatures

     TransitÅ}on temperatures, Tl, T2, and T4, are plotted Å}n

Fig.2.6 as a function of iron concentration to cornpare with the

N6el temperature, TN, and the Curie temperature, Tc, determined by

many other different methods. [[1-iere two trends tn the concentra-

tion dependence of TN reported hitherto: electrÅ}cal resistivity
measurements by Katano and M6ri(v9), Arajs(A)i2&nd Loegei(Ql3Aave

reported N6el temperatures higher about 20K than those by X-
                                 3)                                                                4)ray diffraction by Morl et al.(:), AC calorimetry by Suzuki<O)
and electrical resÅ}stivity by Arajs(XSt) This discrepancy may

be due to experirnental conditions such as sample preparatÅ}on,

and the experimental method how to determine 7' N. However,
the present study confirms clearly two transition temperatures

Tl and T2 in the same sarnple, which are coincident with the higher

and the Å}ower temperatures of TN , respectively rnentioned above.

Although many recent studies support that single cTystals under-

go the P-I transition in the concentration range of less than

X=O.02 and the P-C transÅ}tion in more than X=O.025, respectively,

there are some reports which have proved the existence of the
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Fig.2.6 Magnetic transition temperatures as a function of the iron content.

two-stage transition such as P-C-I or P-I-C. In single crystals
                                                    1)l
prepared by the strain annealing method, Ishikawa et al.have con-

iA i rmed by neut ron diffrac tion and the rmal exp an sion me as uEr eme nts

that the P-I and I-C phase transition takes place at TN (@) and

Tco (@), respectively, in the iron content X==O.02 to O.04. Edwards
and FritS5kave observed the p-i-c transition for a singie crys-

tal with X=O.028 under the application of hydrostatic pressure.
                         16)
In addition, Bacon et al. have found the P-C-I transltion for

coarse powder of pure chromium annealed at 1263K after being

heavily erushed. These experiments suggest that the history

of sample preparation or the existence of strain affect consid-

erably the magnetic transition of pure Cr and Cr-Fe alloys. In

the present study, two transition temperatures,Ti and T2,are

elearly detected in the wide concentration ranges from X=O.O06

to X=O.133. The result shows that the magnetic phase transition
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   of P-C-I and P-I-C take place for the case of fine powder with

   the Fe content X<O.Ol and O.03<XsO.133, respectively.

   2.3.3 Jnternal field at low temperatures

        In Fig.2.7, experimental spectra observed at 1.7 K are shown

   by dots for several alloys. Values of the mean internal field H

   estimated from the FWHM of these spectra are designated by open

   circles in Fig.2.8. The dotted line stands for an extrapolation

   of the empirical relation(eq.(1.6)), i
      ' i[7(MA/m)-18.7(1-X)-26!.8. '

   which i$ obtained in the previous section for the concentration

   range O.15SXS1.0, where most Parts of the iron atoms behave

   ferromagnetically at 4.2K. Present data show a large deviation

   from the equation when X is ]ess than O.07. According to the
                                             18)   recent idea proposed by Friedel and Hedman, closely paired iron

                /27i" ,.:.,.g'• i " ''a.X= O.033

               1 s v..- .                                              s.                 x•                   3.                                                      .                                                .                                                    '3
                                  '
b.x:dote'"N i r"'•'" d.N.6,B3' •. i • '
            S. 2
               v•                                                   .2                   ee                                             .               ,, .-x3 ''                                                 xb'
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Fig.2.7 M5ssbauer spectra
1 and 2 are computer fits
respectively. The curve 3

4.0 60-6.0

 measured at 1.
for the Fe(8,6)
is a sum of the

-4.0 --2.0 O 2.0 40 6.0
          Velocity / mm.s-i

7K for Crl-x Fex aUoys. Solid curves
 and the Fe(r) atom configurations,
 curve 1 and the curve 2.
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     Fig.2.8 The mean internal field,H, at 1.7K Fig.2.9 M6ssbauer spectra ob-
     as a function of the iron content. tained at very low'temperatures
                                           for the alloy of X=O.046

    atoms in the purely antiferrornagnetic Cr matrix behave super-

    paramagneticaUy at least down to liquid helium temperature.

    If so, it is expected from eq.(1.6) that the internal fie.ld

    for the iron atom pairs increases more than -8MA/m(1oo kOe)•, when

    the temperature is further lowered below 4.2K. In order to check

    thÅ}s, measurements at very low temperatures are performed for

    the X=-C.046 sample in which the population of the iron atom
    patrs is esti-rnateQ" to be about 200/e from eq.(2.2). In Fig.2.9 the FWHM

    of the spectrum shows a slÅ}ght Å}ncrease of about 70/o, when the

     temperature is lowered from 4.2K to 1.7K. An increase in the

    FWHIVI is scarcely observed for further decrease of temperature

    down to O.03K, where H is obtained as -3.7tyLAIm(49kOe). [rhe r'esults

    stress that the internal field of most Fe atoms in the antiferro-

    magnetic Cr rnatrix almost saturates at 1.7K, and they are not

    ferromagnetic even at O.03K. Present results do not support
    Friedel's idea mentioned above. Experiraental spectra in Fig.2.7

                                  -34-
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are analyzed by assuming two groups of Fe atoms, Fe(8,6) and

Fe(r), as mentioned ln 2.2. The ratio, Fe(8,6)/Fe(r), is calcu-

lated from eq.(1.3). Computations are performed separately on

these two configurations, assuming that the internal fieid of

Fe(r) atoms is given by eq.(2.1), whereas that of Fe(8,6) atoms

is independent of the equation. First, under the condition,
H(8,6)=O, iteration parameters, a, b, and c, are determined. Next ,

these parameters are fixed and the H(8,6) valLue is iterated to find

the minimum of Zp2, and finalJy pai7ameters, a, b, and c, ar,e rede-

teralined. The solid lines' No.1 ' and No.2 in Fig.2.7 stand for the

calculated spectra which correspond to Fe(8,6) atoms and Fe(r)

atoms, respectively. The curve No.3 represents the sum of these

two. Calculated spectra show a good agreement with the experi-

mental data. Available parameters are sumrnarized in Table 2.2.

The parameters, a and b, are substantially independent of X. On

the contrary, the parameter, c, shows an abrupt decÅéease when

X becomes smaller than O.06, which results in a rather small

Table 2.2 Parameters in eq.(2.2) to give the
best-fit spectra to the experimental data, as
shown in Fig.2.7.

;:'I:-I=-TM""
Parafneters

    a
  h-    b
   C
H(8,6)/MA

O.033 O.OS9 O.068 O.095 O.133

O.065 O.06S O.06S O.063 O.057
O.05 O.05 o.os O.05 O.05

-O.212 '- e.es3 O.04 O.02 O.02
-lra

-2.39 -2.31 -2.47 -2.55 -2.39
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intei?nal field for Fe(r) atorns in the concentration range

XSO.033. Concentration dependence of Mdssbauer pattern observed

is interpreted as followQ.

(1) When X>O.07, Fe(r) atoms occupy more than 500/o of the exist-

ence probability and have a large internal field of more than

-8MA/m(100kOe) at 1.7K, so that the whole spectrum is broad and

exhibits a ferromagnetic aspect. On the other hand, the inter-

nal field of the isolated Fe(8,6) atoms is about -2.4MA/m(30kOe),

and is independent of the iron content. The result has a strong
similarity to those obtained by shiga and Nakamuri aO)who have

confirmed the coexistence of the magnetic and nonmagnetic iron
atoms.

(2) When X<O.05, the probability for Fe(r) atoms decreases less

than 500/o, and the internal fleld of these atoms also shows a

sharp decrease, so that the whole spectrum is chiefly determined

by the isolated Fe(8,6) atoms which have a low internal field

of-2.4MA/m(30kOe).

     It should be noted that Fe(r) atorns have a very low internal

field as well as Fe(8,6) atorns Å}n the dilute Fe content regions,

X<O.06. If Fe(r) atoms have a localized magnetic moment of about

1.5pB as suggested by rr}agnetization measurements, the internal

field of these Fe atoms should amount to--10rJIAIM- which is not

obtained experimentally. Though the reason for the small inter-

nal field of Ie(r) atoms in the dilute concentratlon ranges

(X< O.06) is uncleuor, the present result does not support the
consideration presented by Friedel and HedmaA8)that Fe atom pairs

are superparamagnetic in the antiferromagnetic Cr matrix.
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2.3.4 Temperature dependence of H due to the Kondo effect

      In the present section, discussion wUl be limited to the

X=O.033 sample, because the probabiMty of finding Fe(r) atoms

is not large. According to the magnetization measurement due
                  5>to Ishikawa et al., Fe atoms in the speciriten have an efÅíective
                                                    7)magnetic rnoment of 2.4 vB below TN. Herbert et al.                                                      have found

that an exchange field Her-F,=17.9MA/m(225kOe) acts on the Fe

a'tom site from the Cr matrix. !f Fe spins are assumed to be

pararnagnetic at temperatures below TN, the temperature depend-

ence of the internal field H(T) is given by BrÅ}llouin function

     H(T)= ?Clsat Bs (gSpB Hc r-Fe/kB T) • (2•2)

Here the saturation internal field,H,,t, equals to -8.7NiA/m(110kOe)

due to eq.(1.6). The calculated result of eq(2.2) is represented

by a dotted line in comparison with experÅ}mental points for

the X=O.033 sample in Fig.2.10. Neutron diffraction measurements
o n 2 . 3 o/o F e2 ) an d 3 . 7 6 e/o F e3 )s a mp l e s i n d i c a t e t h a t t h e ap p e a r an c e o f

C-phase is accompanÅ}ed by a sharp increase in themagneticmornent

of the CÅé matrix of' about 600/o of its saturation value. The sharp

increase ln " at T2 for X=O.033 is qualitatively consistent with

the neutron experiment results. Equation (2.2) predicts that

the interna]- field should increase rapidly if the temperature

is lowered below 200K. The experiment shows that H is almost

constant in the temperature range 150K to 240K, followed by

a slow increase for further decreasing temperature. The dis-

crepancy between the experimental result and eq.(2.2) may be

explained by an assumption that the localized magnetic moment

of Fe atoms shrinks with decreasing temperature as predicted
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      Fig.2.10 Comparison between the calculated and the experlmental
      ipternal field as a function of temperature for X=O.033

 by the Kondo effect. According to Dworini?) an approximate ex-

pression for the temperature dependence of the internal field,

HK(T), of Fe atoms in the Kondo state is

    'HK (T)= Hsat Bs(g yBSHcr-Fe /kB (T+ TK)), (2•3)
where H,,t is a saturation value of the internal field in the

ca$e that the spin compensated state is destroyed by a large
                                                               7)magnetic fleld and TK is the Kondo temperature. Herbert et al.

estÅ}mated TK=60K from the ternperature dependence of the Å}nteÅénal

field by using eq.(2.3). Here TK is estimated as follows. The

susceptibility of the irnpurity magnetic moment in the Kondo
                             21)
state with spin S is at T<< TK,

     xi,,(o-) == g2g kS,(TSil). (2.4)
When the kondo state is partly destroyed by the exchange field,

Hc,-Fe,which acts on the Fe atom site from the Cr matrix, the

magnetic moment, pK , of Fe is given by

     LtK=Ximp(O) HcrffFe' (2•5)
                                                               'Then,     pK.g2 y2B3Sig+it) I()r-Fe . (2.6)
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Iron atoms should have the localized magnetiC MOrnent, UF,=gPBS ,

for the case that the Kondo state is fully destroyed. The inter-

              5? .                   nuclei is proportional to the localized mag-                Fenal field at

netic rrioment at the Fe atom site (eq.(1.7)), then one can set

     PK HK(O)
     LtFe Hsat

Here, HK(O) is replaced by the experimental value ofH(8,6)=

-- 2.4MA/m(30kOe) at 1.7K, and ",,t=-8.7MA/m(110kOe),• Then,PK=O•28PF,

l$ obtained. Substitution of pK and "F, into eq.(2.6) gives TK as

    kB TK =1'2(S'1)gvB Hc,-F, '' '(2•8)
                                                  '                  '                           -1    -tand TK=73K is obtained. [rhe solid line in Fig.2.10 stands for

the calculated result of eq.(2.3) for TK=73K and Hc,-F,=17•9MA/m,

showing a qualltative agreernent with the experimental data at

low temperatures.

2.4 Conclusion

     1iemperature and concentration dependence of the internal
field of 57Fe in cr-Fe anoys has been measured in the tempera-

ture range from 1.7K to 300K, and in the iron content range

from X=O.O06 to X=O.133. Computer analysis of the Mbssbauer

spectra reveals the following things.
                                                                 '
(1) Isolated Fe atorns have a low internal field of about -2.4MA/m

(30kOe) which is independent of Fe content in the concentration

range, O.O06SXSO.133, and independent of temperature at those
              "t'
 lower than 14K. Temperature-dependence of the low internal field

 is interpreted in terms of the Kondo effect. The Kondo tempera-

 ture oÅí Fe atoms in the antiferromagnetic Cr matrix is estimated
                                                         ' as 73K.

'3c[)-



(2) Fe atom clusters have a large internal field (>7MA/m(88kOe))

and behave ferrornagnetically in the concentration ranges X>O.07

at 1.7K. The ferromagnetic feature of Fe atom clusters disap-

pears gradually With decreasing Fe content at less than X<O.06.

(3) The magnetic phase transition of P-C-I or P-I-C is found

in the concentration range O.O06SXSO.133.
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Chapter 3. Phase decomposition of Iron-Chromium Solid Solutlons

g3. Phase diagrarn

3.1 Introduction

     Figure 3.1 shows a part of the Fe-Cr phase diagram in which

the miscibility gap lies below the u phase region. An alloy heated

within the miscibility gap decomposes into a- and ct'-solid solu-

tion which are termed as the l7e-rich phase and the Cr-rich phase, re-
                             2)
spectively. Williams and Paxton flrst studied by means of hardness

measurements and reported that the critical ternperature, Tc,, of

the miscibility gap is about 830K, and that there is an anoma2ous
                              3)bulge around x=O.8. Williams later made a further experiment

on the miscibility gap by means of electrical resistivity meas-

urements in which the bulge was not confirmed. Another systematic
                                          4)                                            who sumrnarized theirstudy was proposed by Kdster and Kienlin
own data and other author' s ones measured by differnt methods,
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                                    5)those are,,magnetization measurements,                                      vicker$-hardr)ess measure-

    6) 1)ments, speciflc heat and chemical anslysig), and constructed the

miscibility gap shown in the figure. There is a distinct dis-
                                               3)crepancy between results proposed by Williams                                                 and by Kdster
et al.' ;)in particular, at the upper and at the Cr-rich boundaries

of the misc ib j. li ty gap. The Cr content of the Cr- rich ph G.ise was
determined by Fisher et alP)and williams3)with chemical analysis

   'of the chemically extracted residues from the alloys aged for

long t5mes around 750K. The 'former obtained a result ofi 79-83
     tt                           'l                                'atO/oCr, whereas the latter 87atO/vCr. The discrepancy is, perhaps,

caused by the impurity of specimen used and the inaccuracy

of correctlon which is inevitable when second phases such as

carbides, nitrides and inclusions coexist with the Cr-rich phase
within the aged alloys. Because the cr-rich phase is paramagnetic9)

at room temperature, one can determine accurately its Cr content

by measuring the isomer shift with the Mbssbauer spectroscopy.

The iron-rich and the upper boundary of the miscibility gap are

obtainable by measuring the internal filed which is proportional

to the Cr content of the ferromagnetic Fe-Cr alloys. Xt is ex-
                                    'pected 'that "L"he )Co''ssbauer spectroscopoy is more effective and
     '                           'convenient method than any other conventional techniques for

the study of the miscibility gap of this alloy system. However,
                       'there has beg" little systematic study on the subject by

this method. It is main purpose of this section to clarify ]u'he

misclbility gap by means of the Mdssbauer spectroscopy.
                                  '     '

3.2 Experimental procedure

     Sarnple preparations and Mdssbauer measurements are the same
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as those described in Sl. Foil specimens for Mdssbauer measure--

ments, about O.02x15x15mm3 in dirnensions, were initially solu-

tion treated at temperatures 1000K to 1300K, and then aged at

desired temperatures. A quick temperature drop of about 10K

happened when a specimen was put into the furnace because of
the latter' s rather srnall heat capacity. but it recovered within

15s to the desired temperature. When a high accuracy ls requi-

site for the internal field measurement, a single sample is

aged sequentially with a holding time of 60s or 120s in order

to avoid sample-to-sample variations. The total aging time is

a surn of the holding time of the batch. Electrical resistivity

measurements were done with a conventional four-terminal method

on heating at a rate of IK/rnan. X-ray measurements were per-

formed on the aged specimens to check the formation of the o phase

by using monochromatic CuKd radiation.

                      -3.3 Results and discussion
         '3.3:1 Determination of the miscibility gap

a. Jsochronal aging
     The as-quenched alloys are isochronally aged for 180ks(50h)
                             'at various temperatures of 750-1100K, and their mean internal
fields,H"' ,are measured at roorn temperature. CPen clreles in Fig.3.2

show an representative example of R as a fucntion of aging tem-

perature for the alloy of x=O.363. An accuracy for the value H is

estimated about Å}O.15MA/m(2kOe), which corresponds to the com-

positional fluctuation of 1 atO/oCr due to eq.(1.5). Thus if the

compositional change of more than Å}1 atO/oCr takes place within al!oys
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during aging, it may be detectable. When the aging temperature is

higher than 910K, little change i.n H is obtained in comparison

with the quenched state. As the aging temperture ls lowered below

a temperature denoted here as Ta, a slight increase in iHi is

confirmed. When the temperature is further decreased, a sharp

increase in IHI take$ place below a temperature named here as

Tb. These transition temperatures T, and Tb obtained by the H meas-

urements on the isochronally aged aUoys are plotted by solid

circles and open circles, respectively, in Fig.3.3 as a function

of x. Comparison of the present result with Fig.3.1 indicates

that Tb agrees with the miscibility gap obtained by Williams and
paxton2)within a fluctuation of Å}loK in the concentration range

from x=O.3 to x=O.7. The temperatures T, are much higher than
the miseibility gap obtained by Kb'ster and Kienlin4,) and do not

agree with the solubUity limit of the u phase. X-ray diffraction
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     Fig.3.3 Proposed phase diagram of the Fe-Cr binary system.

measurements performed on the same specirnen used for the rvldssbauer

effet confirmed that the formatlon of the U phase is limited to

the specimens aged at temperatures above 950K in the case of

the aging time of 180ks(50h). Therefore the dlrect relation

between T, and the u formation can be denied. As discussed later

in section 3.3.2, Tais responsible for the metastable mÅ}sci-

bility gap of this system.

b. Electrical resistivity measurement
                                           3)                                            on the 75atO/oCr atloy     The electrical resistivity measurement

denied the existence of the anomolous bulge of the miscibility
gap found by the hardness measurements2)around x=o.s. present
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twdssbauer study again suggests that there is a small bulge of

the mi$cibiUty gap around x=O.7. Electrical resistivity measure-

ments are also carried out here in order to campare with the

Mdssbauer results. Solid circles in Fig.3.2 stand for an typical

example of the resistivity change Ap for x=O.363. Close exarnina-

tion reveals that the temperature coefficient of the resistivity
change varies slightly at the temperatures, T,r and Tbr. The latter

is plotted by open circles in Fig.3.3 as a function of x, show-

ing good agreement with the transition temperatures,Tb,obtained
by the Mdssbauer effect. TernpeÅéatures, Tar;s, which are plotted

by solSd triangles, show rough agreement withthe bl6ssbauer resuÅ}t

T, , though having a tendency to be 10-30K Å}ower than the latter.

When x exceeds O.7, only Tbr is detective, and T,r becomes vague

as seen in Fig.3.4. However, the iNIo''ssbauer spectroscopy points

out that there is compositional changes within solld solutions
during aging at temperatures higher than Tb" (Fig.3.5): bossbauer

spectra obtaLned at temperatures higher than 910K (a,b) are singÅ}e
                                   'peaks with the FWHM of O.32mm/s. The first detectable change

in the }I'dssbauer spectra i"Jith decreasing temperature is recog-

nized on the alloy aged at 905K(c) through the broadening of

the peak 'vvidth:FWHM=O.43mm/s. The spectra obtained below 890K

(d-f) show that the ferromagnetic components increase with de-

creasing aging temperature. The width of these spectra measured

at the base line,)s , is plotted in Fig.3.6 as a function of

aging temperature. Two step changes in 1'B are clearly recognized

on the flgure as weil as the case of the lower Cr content alloys

(cf..Fig.3.2). These results prove that the iTV{bssbauer effect

is more effectlve and sensitive than the resistivity measurement.
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c. Coinposition of the Fe-rich phase and the Cr-rich phase

     The lirnit of miscibility gap at the Fe-rich and the Cr-rich
     'side can be determined by finding the concentrations of the

decomposition products in equilibrium with each other at a gÅ}ven

temperature within the gap. Figure 3.7 shows changes in H for

three alloys with the original compositions, x=O.21, O.363, and

O.556. With increasing aging time, H of these aiLloys shows a grad-

ua[L increase which means development of the concentration change

within the matrÅ}x. After a very prolonged aging time of about
                          -- t11.34Ms (3150h, logt==7.1), H s of these three alloys concentrate

on a value of -24.6Å}O.2bvlA/m. No more increase in H is confirmed

for further increased aging time within an experimental error of

Å}O.15MA/rn for alloys with x=O.21 and O.556. Therefore, one can

conclude that the decomposition has substantia[Lly been completed

after U.34 tyIs at 748K. Fig.3.8 shows Mdssbauer spectra obtaÅ}ned

at room temperature for varlous aaloys aged for up to 18Ms(5COOh).

Each of these spectra consists of two parts: (1) ferromagnetlc
   e
sextuplet peaks due to the rnatrix, that is, the Fe-rich phase

and (2) a pararnagnetic peak designated by arrows due to the Cr=

rich phase. In addition to the nearly same mean internal fields

of these four ferromagnetic spectra, their finestructures observed

at the outermost peaks do not vary eonsÅ}derably from sample

to sample. The facts also indicate that the decomposition has

reached a final state. Then, the Cr content of the final Fe=

rich phase at 748K is estimated 9 atO/oCr from the internal field

value (-24.6MA/m) due to eq.(1.5). The isomer shift measurement

may be another available means for determining the composition

of the Fe-rich phase. Representative examples of the partial
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Mdssbauer spectra rneasured in the velocity range frorn -1.5mm/s

to 1.5n}m/s are shown in Fig.3.9 for the aged alloys with x=O.287,

O.363 and O.556. The isomer shifts, ISF,, for the Fe-rich phase obtaLned

from the center of gravlty of the outside two peaks PF,are -O•O12,

-O.O13 and -O.O12 for x=O.287, O.363, and O.556 respectively.

According to the experimental relation between IS and x shown

in Fig.1.6, these values correspond to the Cr content of 12Å}1

atO/o. Finally, the composition of the Fe-rich phase xFeat 748K is

concluded to be 10Å}2 atO/oCr, if-values'estimated from the itnterhal
       '                   tt      '' -Tfield and the isomer shift rneasurement are combined together.

As for the composition of the Cr-rich phase, it is estimated
from the isomer shift, rsc,, which is obtained from the peak position

of the paramagnetic peak Pc,in Fig.3.9. Values of ISc,are -O•126,

-O.124 and -O.125 for the aged alloy with x=O.287, O.363, and

co=aLout

A<
...sie:Xj=.9R5,6 ,""

Lii'

         /       'i`"ix`

I2ezb PF.

 a. x= a 87
)es'.••K,v                                   "V-..H-'

""

ttt31'Xvb'L'I)'lllll']llillll"k.:-f"'-"ll>.IK-"p"11',,tt/"
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          Pre -
/.abxX•/

tNt/

 Pcr

P,.

     -1.5 -1.0 -O.5 O O.5 1.0 1.5
                      Ve1ocity/mm.s"i

Fig.3.9 Partial M6ssbauer spectra measured in the veiocity range
frorn -1.5 to 1.5 mmls at room temperature for Fel-xCrx alloys aged
at 748K for (a)18Ms(5000h), (b)11.34Ms(3150h) and (c)18Ms(5000h).
Letters PF, and Pc,indicate absorption peaks associated with the
Fe-rich phase and the Cr-rich phase, respectively.
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Table 3
phase,
aUoys

.1

and
aged

Fe-richphase
X

Aging

temp./K H'- Fe/mmgl JSF,/mmsml

;,lean internal field,UFb, isomer shift,
isorner shift, IScr, and Cr content' , xeh,

 at various temperatures.

                    Cr-riÅëh phase

IS Fe ,

 of
 and
the

 Cr content,XFe, Of
Cr-rich phase formed

Cr content

the
 in

     ff
Method

Fe-rich
Fel.xCrx

ISc, /mm gl
Fe-rich
    X      Fe

phase Cr-rich phase
    Xcr

Author

O.21 748 -24.7

O.287 748 -24.8 -O.O!2 -Oe126 Tq

'

O.10 O.86
O.363 748 -24.5 -- O.O13 -O.124

O.556 748 -24.4 -O.Ol2 -O.122
Present

O.556 773 -24.1 -O.Ol2 -O.123 O.11 O.85

O.556 791 -24.0 -O.OlO -- O.I19 O.12 O.82 M

O.363 798 -22.2 -O.O19 -O.122 O.14 O.84
O.556 808 -23.7 -O.Ol6 -O.118 O.13 O.81

O.365 745 O.16 O.87 c
william3s)

O.24 748 O.12 M

O.30 755 O.15 O.79-O.83 C
Fisher8)

" M; Mdssbauer effect C ; Chemical analysis



O.556, respectively. Substitution of JSc, obtained here into eq.(1.10)

glves 86Å}1 atO/oCr for the composition of the Cr-rich phase formed

at 748K. Compositions of the Fe-rich phase and the Cr-rich phase

determined in a simllar way for various aging temperatures are

compiled in Table 3.1 together with the values of HF,, JSF,, and

ISc,. Other investigaters'  results are shown in comparison too.

The present result for the Fe-rich phase (xF,=O.1) at 748K agrees
                                    9)                                      (xF,=O•12) by means oÅí thewell with that obtained by Chandra

Mdssbauer effect. The Mdssbauer results suggest that the Cr
content of the Fe-rich phase is slightly Å}ower than those obtained
           3)                             8)             and Fisher et al.by WUIiarns                                 by means of chemical analysis.

For the composÅ}tion of the Cr-rich pha$e, the present (xb,=O.86),
                        3)and the Williams'  result (xc,=O.87) agree with each other. These
                                                          8)
two are rnore credible than those obtained by FÅ}sher et ala(xc,--

O.79-O.83) who used the specirnens incÅ}uding carbon and nitrogen

10 to 40 tirnes as large as those used here. There have been

reported no avaUable data to be compared with the present
results for the compo$itions of these phases at higher aging

temperatures. The present data are plotted by a symbol @ in

Fig.3.3. Parttcular features of the miscibility gap proposed

here are as follows: (1) a double miscibi!ity gap in the con-

centration range, O.2SxSO.7. (2) a parabolic feature for the

upper and flatness with a small bulge around x=O.7 for the

lower.

3.3.2 Calculation of the miscibility gap

     The strictly regular solution approximation expresses the

free energy change,AG,on mixing of pure Fe and pure Cr to yield
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an alloy with the Cr contentx as

   AG=( 1- x)x IV+ I? T{( 1-x)xln(1-x)+xin x}, (3.1)
   la,' =IVZ ( VFe-cr- 2;( VFe + Vcr) ) ,

where W is the interaction parameter, VFe(,cr,Fe-cr) binding energy

of an Fe-Fe<,Cr-Cr,Fe-Cr) bond, N Avogadro's constant and Z co-

ordination number. Assuming that inl is independent of x, the

misclbility gap and the spinodal curve are given by the condition
                        '     lllel Sl;/ =(1-2 x) laI+RT{- in(1-- x)+ Itn x} =o (3.2)

and
    B2AG        .2x( 1- x) l/il-RT=O, (3.3)     ex2
respectively. The critical temperature,T,,,of the gap is that
point at whlch agex =O at x=O.5, thus

The interaction parameter is evaluated empirically if T,,is known.

a. Concentration dependence of the interaction parameter

     There is a problem of which the value of T, or Tb should be

selected as Tcr. First, substitute 77c,in eq.(3.4) by Tb =835k for

x=O.50, and then hi=13.9kJ/mol is obtained. A thin' dotted line,
Tbreg, in Fig.3.3 shows the calculated result of eq.(3.2) for the

value W obtained here. Large discrepencies are recognized between

the calculation and the experimental points(Tb ). The observed

discrepancy may be explained here by considering concentration

dependence of W. Assurne that W is the surfi of the constant term,

PV,(=13.9kJlmol), and the concentration dependent term,Ptl,, as

     bl= Wc" blx' (3•5)
Because the experimental miscibility gap is roughly symmetric

to x=O.5, it is tacitly assumed that

     l41, =A lx-B l". (3.6)
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Here A is a constant, n an exponent and BNO.5. Then the misci-

bility gap is expressed by the condition:
                          nxa-x)      aAG      a. =(1"- 2X) Wc +{(1'-2x)+ma } LVx +RT{-in (1- X)+]ii X} =O . (3.7)

Comparison of eq.(3.7) with eq.(3.2) suggests that the tempera-

ture difference,AT, observed between the experimental( Tb) and the

calculated results( Tbreg) at a given concentration is given by
     { (i.2 x)+" X(i-X)}w, +R AT{- in(i-x)+ ]n x }=o (3 •8)
             Ix ---Bl
Values of AT are obtainable directly from Fig.3.3 as a function

of x. ParametersA,Bandn are deterrnined by the foUowing pro-
cedures: (1) First select any value forB between O.47 and O.50,

(2) assume that n equals 2, (3) and find the value of AT zArom

Fig.3.3 as a function of x. (4) Then determine A and n from

eq.(3.6) by the least-square fltting to the obtained relation

between W, and x. (5) Use the calculated value of n and repeat

calculations from (3) again and again until a consistent value

of n is obtained. The iterative calculations resulV in a set oxA

parameters: A=-261kJ/mol, B=O.49 and n=4.95. The thick solid
       xline, Tb 7 i'n Fig.3.3 is the result of the above calculation(eq.(3.7))

by ustng these values, showing good-fit to the experlmental
                     'points, Tb. The result of B=O.49 accounts qualitatively for the

asymmetric feature of the experimentai miscibility gap, and the

existence of the bulge around x=O.7. But, the treatment seems

to involve a problem because physical meanings of eq.(3.6) are

not clear at present.

b. Metastable miscibi1ity gap
     Next, replace Tcr in eq.(3.4) by Ta=950K for x=O.5, then ini=15.8

kJ/mol is obtained. A thick dotted line,Tieg, in Fig.3.3 is caLculat-

ed from eq.(3.2) with respect to the value of lal obtainde here, and
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shows good agreement with the experirnental values, T,, in the

concentration range O.3SxEO.7, and the experimental solubllity

limit at the Cr-rich side of xNO.8. The line also agrees well

with Tbreg at temperatures lower than 820K. But, there is large
discrepancies between T,,"eg and Tbneg in the center of the misci-

bility gap, that is, the conÅëentration regions coÅéresponding

to the u and (u+a) regions.

     These results may be interpreted as follows. There is no

theoretical reason and the experimental findings for that the

u phase is unstab].e at temperatures within the miscibllity gap.

So that, the g and the (o+a) phase regions found at high tem-

peratures could be stretched down to the room temperature if

the process of the formation of o phase was fast enough. But,

since the alloys are usually quenched or cooled rapidly from

the single ct-phase region, the g phase formation is suppressed.

If the alloys are reheated or aged at temperatures below 830K,
                                          l4)
the u phase formation is quite difficult because of the large

difference in the crystal lattice form and chemica] bonding
                                       13)
state between the u phase (tetragonal) and the bcc parent ma-

trix. Therefore, the rnetastable state is expected to take place.

Becau$e the interaction paÅéarneter of the a-solid solution is

positive, the phase separation is the rnost probable at low tem-

peratures below Tb where the u phase formatÅ}on is difficult.

These considerations are, of course, based on the assumption

that the miscibility gap does not represent a real equÅ}librium

but the metastable phase diagram. TVIost likely, the o phase

formation needs the activation energy for the lattice trans-

formation in addition to that for diffusion, while the phase

separation needs only the latter.
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     If the aging temperature is between Tb and Ta, cornpetition

between the phase separation and the o phase precipitation is
                                                        14)
expected to take place because the latter is now possible. But,

the former wlll occur prior to the u phase formation, since

it takes very long incubation time for the latter, for example,
                          14)
2s2k$(70h) on aging at 873K• Changes in the average internal

field,H , observed in the temperature range, T, - Tb(Fig.3.2),

may be ascribed to such phase separation, though the general

aspects seem to be slightly different from the phase separation

at temperatures below Tb=830K. Figure 3.10 represents time de-

pendences of H on aging at temperatures above and below Tb for

the alloy of x=O.556. The increase in H for the 878K-aging

saturates quickly after 'v360s(logt=2.6), and the saturation

value is only about O.8MA/m (10kOe) larger than the internal

field of the as-quenched alloy. The increment of the internal

field eorresponds to the decrease in,the average Cr content of

4 atO/o. Even if the agÅ}ng time is increased up to 720ks(logt==5.9),
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an indication of the paramagnetic peak is not confirmed, as

shown in Fig.3.11(a). In contrast to this, the 748K-aging,

in spite of the lower aging ternperature, is accornpanied by the

considerable lncrease in H and the appearance of the paramag-

netic peak after the 720ks-aging(bottom of Fig.3.11(b)). These

facts ar6 interpreted by that the phase separation above Tb(830K)

is heavily suppressed and unable to undergo the complete tran-

sition: it is involved by the slight deviation of the atomic

distribution from the ranctomness of the as-quenched aUoy. These

features rnay be reÅíerred to as the clustering of constituent                                              o
atoms rather than the phase decomposition for the practical

purpose. The concentration change attending the clustering is

so small that previous studies by means of the conventional

techniques have faUed to detect the metastable miscibUity
gap T,•

     If an attention is paid on the iron rich side of the phase

diagrarn(Fig.3.3), it is noticed that the experimental misci-

bility gap devlates to lower Cr contents from the calculated

                    As quenched

""VY.th"`.,. fp""Y     •kr '      N,       x.-."fA.i;A'vlNNI Aged

 '"4""}S'""'x.,nyNi,y.f•,,.,,-;s,.va',8s/7i"{?l3,'fo6ki,

 ""r';'tu'Ns",,,..,..,g,.!k,,,-':.../S•..,lilytrffx"/'rv"'

           -l
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                        As quenched

  XS ..v-fi'wt'       Nt '-       "'tx. i./Ss .!!N. .n}J x"-
         '"xg 's' Y NtsXM Aged
           i l 748K-3.6ks           l' I Xpt-----  X..."...{r.!'-,i-S'vi"'xil•"V"'"VX94gseKd-72oks

'""'-""iL Nti.-vvh...}/r'x ,...."-"'ll'Å~,f,.t"""'""!"'-"'""

              v
b
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 Fig.3.11 Comt)arison o'f the room ternperature tyldssbauer' s'pectra of an
 Feo.444Cro.ss6alloy aged at 878K(a) and 748K(b), showing an indication
 of the parantagnetic peak only for the latter.
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result of T,reg. The deviation takes place in the concentrations

of less than x=O.25 where the Curie temperature,Tc ,intersects

the Tieg line. The result is consistent with the theoretlcal
                                          15)consideration treated by Nishizawa et ai .                                             who have emphasized

that the magnetic free energy term has an influence to expand

the miscibility gap or solid solubility.
     If the calculated line,Tieg, ls accepted as the rnetastable

miscibility gap of this system, then the corresponding spinodal

curve defined by eq.(3.3) is calculated as a chained line,T,,in

FÅ}g.3.3. Note that one of the spinodal concentrations,xs,is O.27

at 748K.

3.4 Conclusion

     The Mdssbauer effect proves itself to be more effective

and convenient than other eonventi'onal techniques to study the

rndscibility gap of an Fg-Cr system ln which oniy the composl-

tional change is accompanied. Experirnental findings to be noted

are summarized as follows on the basis of the assumption that

the miscibUity gap represents the rnetastable phase diagrarii

of this systerfi.

(1) The metastable misclbility gap which has not been found

in the previous studies with traditional methods is determined

by the Mdssbauer effect measurement, and is confirmed to be

expressed by the regular solution approximation. Its critical

temperature,Tc,,is about 950K, being about 120K higher than the

previous results.

(2) On aging at temperatures below Tcr and above 830K within the

miscibility gap, the phase separation takes place prior to the

a phase formation. However, the concentration change attended
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ls so minute that it may be referred as the clustering of the

eonstituent atorns. The aglng at temperatures below 830K, which

has been believed to be the critical temperature, is involved
                            'by the typlcal features of the concentration change attending

the phase decomposition, that is, the mixture of two phases

with different composltions.

(3) The solubility limits of the miscibility gap at 748K, that

is, the concentrations of the Fe-rich and Cr-rich phase, are

estimated as 10 atO/oCr and 86 atO/oCr, respectively, through the

isomer shift and internal field rneasurements, and are confirmed

to show good agreement with the calculated result based on the

regular solution approximation. Slight discrepancies observed

between the experimental and the calculated result in the i-ron=

rich side of the miscibility gap are interpreted in terms of

the effect of the magnetic free energy term treated theoreti-
                        15)
cally by Nishizawa et ai.
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S4 Mechanism of the Phase Decomposition

4.1 Introduction

     Classical theories for the phase separation of solid solu-

tions describe that the spinodal curve is uniquely defined as

a loeus of the second derivat.tves of the free energy G with
respect to the soiute concentration x: B2G/Bx2=ol'2)in the previ-

ous section, the spinodal curve of Fe-Cr binary system is calL

culated on the basis of the above definition by using critical

temperature obtained experimentally. The result predicts that

one of the spinodal concentrations at 748K is 27 atO/oCr for

the system. Accovding to the classical spinodal theory, it is

expected that phase decomposition due to the nucleation and
growth (IV-G process) and the spinodal decomposition (S process )

take place outside and inside the spinodal line, respectively,

withÅ}n the rniscibility gap. Conventional nucleatÅ}on theory de-

scribes that precipitatÅ}on nuclei, the composltion of whj.ch

is the same with that of the final stable phase, separate from
                                             3)the matrix after an elapse of incubation time. One of the final

stable phases is the Cr-rich phase, and is paramagnetic at room

temperature as mentiohed in g3. 0n the other hand, the S process

is accompanied by the spontaneous growth of the inherent con-

centration fluctuation within solid solutions in a moment of t.he

start of aging, because there is no energy barrier for the de-

composition. The Cr-rich phase is expected to appear after the

conslderable development of the decomposition reaction. Hence,

one of the best ways to distinguish these two types is ' to examine

the precipitation of the Cr-rich phase in the early stages of
                                     4)the decomposition. Nys and Gielen made the Mb'ssbauer effect
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measurement on the deconiposed alloys and confirmed that a para-

magnetic peak due to the Cr-rich phase appears after the 1.5Ms

(410h) aging at 748K for the 200/oCr sample. However, the peak was

not observed for the 300/oCr sample aged for O.91V!s(250h) an 3.8Ms

(1050h) at 743K. They concluded that the former decomposes via

 N-G and the latter via S process. The result seem to agree with

 predictions of the clas$ical spinodal theory. However recent
                                           5,12,13)                                                computer simula- non-linearized spinodal theory due to Langer,
                                                      6) tions based on the kinetic•Ising model due to Sur p-tal.and Morro

   al. and those based on the cluster kinetic                                                  due                                                          Binder                                                      to et

 et al.had a suspect about the fixed location of the spinodal

 curve and its physical meaning: they emphasized that the spinodal

 curve defined in the classical spinodal theory has no physical

 significance and the boundary between N-G and S process is vague.
                 10,11)                    studied the decomposition kinetics of the Katano and Iizumi

 24, 32, and 400/oCr sample by means of neutron scattering, and

 concluded that the decomposition of Fe-Cr alloys is well de-
                                                    12,13)
 scribed by t;he recent spinodal theory due to Langer and com-
              . 6-9)                   mentioned above on the whole. However, neutron puter simulations

 scattering measurements and most of computer slmulations mainly
        ' treat a time evolution of the structure factor,S(k,t)(k:wave

 number vector) whÅ}ch is the Fourier transform of the correla-               '
 tion function of the local concentration of solute atoms. The
            -, s.
 rneasurement of S(k,t•) has an advantage for examination of the

 concentration periodicity. But it overlooks the nucleation and
                                                 ' growth process of the precipitate phases. In contrast to S(k,t),

 the internal field obtalned by the Mdssbauer spectroscopy is

 highly sensitive to the local concentration change accornpanied
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by the precipitation of new phases. It measures concentration

profUes in the real space in contrast to the neutron scatter-

ing whlch looks for that in the Fourier space. Because these

two techniques are compleraentairy each other,systematic Mdssbauer

study is highly needed here to clarify the phase separation of

Fe--Cr alloys. Transmission electron microscope observation

usually gives a visual, direct evidence for the precipitation
                                        14)of the decomposition products. Lagneborg confirmed that general

precÅ}pitation of spherical Cr-rich phaseS is discernible already

after the shortest aging time of 3.6ks(lh) at 748K for an Fe=

300/oCr alloy. He also confirmed that there was no lncubation

tirne of the hardness change on aging at 748K for the alloy.
Biackburn and Nuttingi51eiave reported that the cr-rich phase is

disk-like at 748K, and that there is an incubation time of about

54ks(15h) for the hardness change of an Fe-210/oCr alloy. Based
                                         14)                                           had a concluplon thaton these experimental results, Lagneborg

210/oCr and 300/oCr locate outside and inside the spinodal curve

at 748K, respectively. However, there is a question about his

conclusion because he did not perform hardness measurements and

transmission electron microscope observations for aging times

shorter than 3.6ks, and because hardness is not so sensitive to

detect small concentration change in the early stages of the

decomposition. More systematic and detailed studies by means of

the recent advanced techniques are needed to understand kinetic$

of the phase decomposition from the microscopic view point.

     In the present section, Mdssbauer spectroscopy is applied

to clarify the early-stage decomposition of solid solutions

with the aid of numerical analysis by a computer and the micro-

structure observation by an eiectron microscope.
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4.2 Experimental procedure

    Specimens and the Mb'ssbauer effect measurement are the same

with those described in the previous section. In addition to

the computer calculation to see the local environmental effect,

Mdssbauer data are closely anaiyzed by using a computer to obtain

(a) a difference between two Mdssbauer spectra (difference spec-

trum) and (b) the probability curve for the internal field dis-

tribution ( PrH7 curve).

a. Difference spectruni

     It is very difficult to catch a smallest change in the

Mdssbauer spectrum by naked eyes, when the aging time is very

short. It may be useful to obtain a difference between two spec-

tra in such a case. By fitting a quadratic equation to the ex-

perimental background, the ca!culated background is first sub-

tracted from the who!e experimental spectrum. AfteÅé the area

below the background for the aged speeimens is equalized to

that of the as-quenched one, the latter is subtracted from the

former to get a difference-spectrum. In another case, the spec-

trum synthesÅ}zed assuming a random solid solution is subtracted
                      '
from a synthesized one corresponding to the decomposed alloy

which is calculated by assuming a deviation from the random=

atomic distribution.

b. PrH7 curve
     The numerical method proposed by Hesse and Rubartschi6)is

used to obtain the P(H) curve. The internal field range from

O to 26.5MA/m(333kOe) is divided into fifty equal intervals,

AH=O.53MA/m(6.7kOe)i Hj=J' AH , 1'=O to 50. The experimental spec-

trum, S( xi) is expressed by the equation:
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       S(xi) + Ei=EP(HJ)L6(Hj,xi). (4.1)
Where xi is the channel number or velocity,L6(Hj,xi) the sextu-

plet of Lorentzian curve, ei the error. The unknown parameter

LP(Hj) is nu;e'i'ically calculated by trneans of U"ie least b"'qruar•e
                          16,l7)fit to satisfy a condition,

    eap siJ{(Pi-i -- Pi+Pi.i )2+y-iZei2}=O (4.2)

The smoothness oÅí the P(H) curve obtained is lnfluenced by the

selection of the parameter y in particular at the lower inter-

nal field regions of less than -10Di!A/m(125kOe). An optirmam

value of y is selected among various values of O.1 to 1000 by

a trial-eÅéror calculation for the as-quenched a]loy to give

the minimurn square error deviation from the experimenta data. It is

confirmed that \=100 is thi e most favorable for the present case.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Rate-controlk'ng process

a. Incubation time

     Classica] theories for the phase separation predict that

the solid solution heated at temperatures inside the miscibility

gap will decompose via N-G and S process outside and inside the

spinodal line, respectively. A Tough distinction of these two

mechanisms may be achieved by examining the incubation time for

the change in the matrix composition during aging. As mentioned in

Sl, the average internal field,H, measures the average Cr content

of solid soÅ}utions within an accuracy of Å}10/oCr. Figures 4.1(a)

and (b) show changes in H measured at room temperature as a

function of aging time at 748K. For alloys of x=O.21 to x=O.363
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and x--O.639, there is an incubation time, ti, which is defined

here as the time interval in that no significant change in H

is measured within an experimental error of Å}O.16rvlAlm (2kOe).
                                                         y.)
These results do not support the conclusion by Lagneborg that

the 300/oCr sarnple decomposes via S process because of no incuba-
           '
tion time for the hardness change at 748K. For alloys of x=O.416

to x=O.556, ti is indistinguishable on theH vs. ti plot, be-

cause H shows an increase already after 30s of the aging time.

For an closer examinatlon, the fraction transfomied,y, defined by

       -mtH-tÅ},=--{IQ-H •    y=

is plotted against the aging time in Fig.4.2. Here Ho , Ht, and

H. are themean internal field at the beginning, the elapsed

time t and the completion of the phase decomposition. [[}rie value

of H. for the 748K-aging has been measured in S3. H.==HF,=-24p6MA/m

(307kOe). As seen in the figure, a linear relationship is ob-

tained between y and t for each alloy. The extrapolation of

each line intersects the time axis at a minus point. Hence it is

concluded that the decomposition takes pÅ}ace so fast that the

incubation time is substantially absent frorn these alloys. The

concentration dependence of tl is surnmarized as shown in Fig.4.3.

With increasing x, ti decreases linearly in the concentration

range x=O.2 to x=O.38. Because ti=O forx=O.42, it is expec'ted

that there is an ''apparent" boundary around x=O.4 where transi-
                                                              3,18)tion from N-G to S process takes place. According to Feder et al.,

the incubation time is expressed as
          -4 kBT
       B (b2bGO/er2)lree

where AGO is the standard free energy change associated with the
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formation of spherical embryo with the size r, and B'" the fre-

quency factor, i.e.,the rate at which single atoms join the
                                                         3)
critical nucleus with the size ree. AG and B' are given by

    AGO= liTr3AGv +4 rr2 y,, (4.5)
and

Here D is the diffusivity of the constituent atoms,S" the area of

the nucleus, AGv the volume free energy change attending the

formation of clusters, r, the interfacial energy between the

cluster and the matrix, and a the lattice constant. From eq.(4.5)

Å}s obtained

    ee2(iA.2GO) r.,e=-8"Ys' (4.7)
and by substituting it with g'F into eq.(4.4),

    ti=watBTo2Ill({l4exp(RQT)• (4•s)
Here Do is the diffusion coefficient, Q the acti.vation energy

for'diffusion of solute atoms, kB the Boltzmann constant. Fig-

ure (4.4) shows the time and temperature dependence of the

transforrned fraction, y, for x=O.363. The incubation time for

temperatures of 753-813K is measured at the intersection between

these curves and the time axis. Logarithmic values of the terrn,

ti/T, are plotted against 1/T in Fig.4.5. A linear line is ob-

ta.i•nd by the least square fit to these experimental points as

shown in the figure:

     l. (ti 1T). 24;OO .- 34.3. (4.g)
The slope of t]ne linear line evaluates Q in eq.(4.8) as 204

kJ/rnol, which is consistent whith the activat-ion energy for

diffusion of Cr atoms (=203kJ/mol) in an Fe-26 atO/oCr alloy
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                              19)                                      51measuÅéed by Paxton and Kunitake using Cr tracer.

     Then, next consider the concentration dependence of the

incubation tlme. Equation (4.8) is rewritten in a form
         Åë      ti=x ,and •
            24     o=5ee.TDG\,exp(filz,). (4•lo)
Equation (4.10) gives O=61.4s for T=748K and X=O.363. Assurning

that values of AGv, a,Do,ys, andQ are independent of x, ti is

calculated by eq.(4.10) as shown by a dotted line in Fig.4.3.

A qualitative agreement between the calculation and the experi-

ment seems to be obtained, but the former must be irnproved to

fit the latter's linear relation by taking account of parameter

changes. For instance, the activation energy for diffusion,Q,

                            -7O--



              . 19)increases with decreasing x. Finally it should be emphasized
that eq.(4.4) derived by the clssical nucleatien theory accounts

for the temperat.ure and concentration dependence of the incu-

bation time in the concentration range x<-O.38.

b. Johnson-Mehl p1ot
                                                  '     The experimenta) data of fi, which have been a]ready shown

in Fig.3.7, are rearranged in Fig.4.6 by using the Johnson=

Mehl equation,

             1 =n logk+n !ogt-- log 2.3, ' (4•11)     log log
            1- y

where, n is the tirne exponent and k the rate constant . The

Johnson-Mehl plot for x=O.210 consists of three parts with

different time exponents,

n. Because n Å}s approxi-

rnately 1.5, the first stage•

of the phase decomposi-
tion is interpreted as the

diffusion-controlled growth

of fixed numbers of par-
ticiesl) The cir-rich pre-

cipitates are confirmed
by an transmission electron

microscope at the aging
time of 36ks(log t =4.6)

in the second stage (See

Photo.1(b)), though they

ar'e invisible in the first

stage probably because of

their small sizes and low
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volume fractions. The present result is consistent with the
conclusions for the 2oo/ocr alloy by Nys and Gielgl'i, and LagneboÅéig4)

that it decornposes via N-G process around 748K.

     The figure also suggests that the decomposition process of

the aUoy with x=O.363 shou)d be explained by the same mecha-

nism as that for the alloy of x=O.21, because the Johnson-Mehl

plot has a close resemblance to one for the latter. The Cr-rich

phase precipitation is confirmed by the transmission electron

microscope after 600s (logt=2.8) in the first stage of the plot

(See Photo.2(b), P.89). These results ai7e quite interesting in

the sense that N-G process is not restrÅ}cted outside the
spinodal line defined in the classical theory (the spinodal

concentration is about O.27 at 748K), but takes place within

the spinodal region. This aspect is qualitatively consistent
                                                  9)
with the computer simulation due to BindeT et al. who proposed

that the structure factor outside the spinodal line is indis-

tinguishable from whcat will be expected by the non-linear
                                 12)                                    and that the decomposltionspinodal theory due to Langer,

kinetics inside the spinodal line is described by the nuclea-

tion theory. '
     The Johnson-Mehl plot for x=O.556 consists of four stages,

and n for the Åíirst stage is consÅ}derably smaller than 1.5.

Accordingly, its decornposition process seems to be somewhat dif-

ferent from that of the lower Cr content alloys cited above.

The Cr-rich phase is observed after the prolonged aging tirne of

108ks(30h, logt=5) (See Photo.3(d),P.99) which coincides with

the onset of the fourth stage of the Johnson-MehÅ} plot. The
the time is a[Lso coincident with that where the concentration fluctuation
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charactenisUc of the S process develops to a maximum (See Fig.4.10).

It is clear that the decomposition proces$ of the alloy has

a different feature from that of the lower Cr content alloys

rnentioned above. Finally, note that the Johnson-Mehl plot sug-

gests that the kinetics changes apparently between the concentra-

ration of x=O.363 and x=O.556, supporting the result obtained

by the incubation tÅ}me mea$urements.

c. Activation energy

     The activation energy of the initial-stage decomposÅ}tion

is evaluated by the rate-constant method. Generally, the rate

constant k in eq.(4.11) obeys the Arrhenius type equation,

     k== vexp (-A,/R T) (4.12)
where v is the frequency factor, and Ar the activation energy

which controls the reaction rate. Data in Fig.4.4 a]?e rearranged

by the Johnson-Mehl plot as shown in Fig.4.7. Because values

of n are about 1.5 for the first stages of aging at temperatures

from 753K to 813K, the mechani.sm of decomposition at these
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temperatures is expected to be the sarne as that at 748K. Loga-

rithms of k obtained by the least square fit for the first stage

of these Johnson-Mehl plots are shown as a function of 1/T in
F i g . 4 . 8 , w h i c h e n s i", -r e s tv h a t e x p e ri m e n t. a] d a t a. a.r e re p. re s e n t e d b y

eq.(4.12). The slope of the linear line gives the activation

energy,Ar=193Å}3kJ.mol, which Å}s roughly consistent with the value,

Q=204kJ/mol, obtained by the incubation time measurement. Accord-

ingly, it is concluded that the first stage of the growth proc-

ess of precipitates is controlled by the diffusion of Cr atoms

as well as their nucleation in the alloy of x=O.363.

d. Concentration fluctuation

     The spinodal decomposition is accornpanied by a gradual

growth of the concentration deviation from the average composi-

tion. The ailoy decomposed via S process is considered to be

composed by small regions the average composition of whieh varies

from region to region. It is easily predicted that the corres-

ponding Mdssbauer spectrum will have a peakwidth broader than

that of the as-quenched alloy with a random distribution of

constituent atoms. For the N-G process, little or only trifle

broadening of the halfwidth will be expected. Because the inner-

most peaks of the Mdssbauer spectrum are sharp and symmetrical,

the accurate measurement of their peakwidth wiU permit us to

catch a smallest change in the compositional fluctuation. Figure

4.9 shows two typical examples of x=O.363 and O.556. The half

width, re, of the left peak is shown in Fig.4.10 as a function

of aging time. For x=O.556, T, increases gradually with increas-

ing aging time, having a maximum arDund logtts5.2(50h). The time

is consistent with that where the absorption around zero velocity
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begins to develop (See Fig.4.9, 108ks(30h)), which means the

formation of a paramagnetic phase. When the aging time becomes

longer than 180ks(50h), r, decreases gradually in inverse pro-

porti`on to the iricr•ease in `Lhe abb'"orption around zero -v'eloclty.

Such features of the change in I', are an evidence for the evolu-

tion of the compositional fluctuation characteristic of the

r=O.363 x=O.556
!A.Q.
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S process.

     In spite of the previously obtained results that the alloys

with x=O.21 to O.363 decompose via N-G process at 748K, the

increase in r' e takes place for x--O.315 and O.363 like x=O.556.

However, the tÅ}me evolution of r, for the former attains a maximum

at rather short aging time (log t=3.2, t=20min) with a rather low

height compared with the latter alioy. As will be mentioned

in the later part, the Cr-rich precipitates are cleariy observed

after the 600s-aging by the transmission electron microscope

(See Photo.2(b)), so that the above result suggests that the

precipitation is accompanied by the increase in the concentra-

tion fluctuation similar to the S mechanism. In the case of

the lower Cr content alloys of x=O.21 and O.287, changes in r, are
                                               11)
negligibly small. According to Katano and lizumi, a time evolu-

tion of the neutron scattering intensity of alloy with 320/oCr

and 400/oCr showed a typical spinoda,l behavior expeeted in the
recent spinodai theory due to Langeir2). in contrast, the feature

became less pronounced in the 240/oCr sample. These facts mean

that concentration fluctuation in the matrix develops signifi-

cantly in the alloys with x->O.32, but only slightly for x=O.24.

The present Mdssbauer results mentioned above are qualitatively

consistent with the neutron scattering experiment.

4.3.2' Computer analysis and microstructure change
 '

     Experimental results hitherto obtained strongly suggest

that the decomposition kinetics of aUoys withx=O.21 to O.363

sornewhat dif'="ers from that of the aUoy of x=O.556: N-G process

is expected for the former and S process for the latter. It is

needed to get a direct evidence for the formation of the cr-rich
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  phase for the sake of clear distinction of these two mechanisms.

  Neutron scattering experiments, which have proposed S mechanism

  for the 320/oCr sample, did not include any information about

  the time when the precipitates appear, their size and volume

  fraction. The present section intends to disclose these subjects

  by using Mdssbauer spectroscopy with the help of transmission

  electron microscopy.

  (a) The alloy with chromium concentration, x=O.21

       The effect of aging on the Mdssbauer spectrum appears clear-

  ly on the shape of the outeÅémost peaks as well as the shift of their

  positions toward outside, as seen in Fig.4.11. However, the para-

  magnetic peak associated with the Cr-rich phase is not observed even

  after the 108ks(30h)-aging. It is probably due to the low volurne

  fraction of the phase. The difference spectrum which is defined as
                                               '                                                         '
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(the aged--alloy spectrum minus the as-quenched alloy spectrum) is

shown in Fig.4.12 which indicates that an absorption peak associ-

ated with paramagnetic phases exists arx)und zero velocity (arrows)

after the 10.8ks(3h)-aging a!ready, though it is very small.

Transmission electron micrographs corresponding to the above

annealing times are shown in Photo.1. Uniform precipitation

of fine particles is observed when the aging time is longer than

36ks(10h). They are invisible at 10.8ks(3h). This result suggests

that the difference spectrum is more sensitive to recogntze the pre-

cipitates than transmission electron microscopy. According to Kelly
and Nicholson2 ,O'2ti h)e volurne fraction, fT, of spherical particle with

diameter,d, and the mean free distance,A , is expressed by

      fT =-ll-(-Ill- )2, (4. 13)
where the subscript,T, means transmission electron microscopy. Values

of fT are shown in Fig.4.13 as a function of aging time: fT=O.02, O.05,

O.12 for t=36ks(logt=4.56), 108ks(logt=5.03), 360ks•(logt=5.56),re-

spectively. Another way of estimating the volume fraction is to

        -
                 -s.`gK",,y,,/IV,lliikll-,,llilelili,,,,,l'k;"4-

Photo.1 Transmission electron rnicrogragphs of an Feo.7gCro.21 alloy aged
at 748K, showing the Cr-rich precipitation in (b) and (c).
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use the lever relation,

     fL .2fhmnv:2S!L- (4.14)
        Xcr - XFe

Here the subscript,L , represents

the lever relation, and Xcr , XFe ,

xo, xt are the concentration of

the Cr-rich phase, that of the

Fe-rich phase, the initial aver'-

age rnatrix concentration, the

average matrix concentration af-

ter an aging time,t. The values

of xt are obtained by substitut-

ing the measured val'ues of ff into

ing time. Values of fL are

which indicates good agreement

prolonged aging time oÅ}' about

can conclude that fine ' '
Cr-rich phase, though icheir

have not been directly

short-time aging shows a

compared with fL. The average

is about 11 nm for the 30ks-aging

sible reasons for the discrepancy

may be many invisible '
than the aver•age. It is likely

observations by the electron '

closely in the early stages of

should be paid on the point that

sitive and convenient than
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       ' along with fT Å}n Fig.4.13

      these values for the
      t =5.6). Therefore one

 observed in Photo.1 are the

       and lattice structure

by electron microscopy. The

 to give lower values oÅí fT

       of the Cr-rich phase

     .1(a)). One of the pos-

     fT and fL is that there

which have mutch srnaller sizes

  more accurate and careful

     are needed to esttmate fT

   deccmposition. Attention

Mdssbauer effect is more sen-

   microscopy to detect the
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Cr-rich phase even when its volume fraction is very small. The

fact that the slope of logt vs. Iog fL plot is about 1.5 in the

initial stage suggests that the growth of precipitates is con-

trolled by diffusion because the precipÅ}tate volume, Vp, will in-
             3/2                                                1/2crease with t               when the radius increases with t , supporting the

result obtained previou$ly by the Johnson-Mehl plot. In summary.

those facts that (1) the incubation time for the matrix concen-

tration change exists, (2) the Johnson-Mehl plot gives nKil.5 in

the initial stage following to the cornpletion of the incubation

perlod, (3) the Cr-rich phase is confirmed at 10.8ks(3h) and 36ks

(10h) of the aging time by Mdssbauer spectroscopy and transmis-

sion electron microscopy, respectively and (4) development of the

concentration fluctuation in the matnix is neglÅ}gible lead to a

conclusion that the alloy has typical features of the decompo-

sition predictable by the nucleation and growth theory.

(b) The alloy of x=O.363

(i) Jnternal field distribution curve and difference spectrum

     Figure 4.14 shows experÅ}mental Mdssbauer spectra (dots) of

x=O.363 in the as-quenched state(a), and the aged state for varlous

aging times at 748K( (b) to (e) ). !t is very difficult to distin-

guish the spectrum changes due to the aging by naked eyes, except

for a slight increase in absorption around zero velocity for aging

times of more than 600s. SolÅ}d lines represent best-fitcurves ob-

tained by computing the internal-field distribution curves shown in

Fig.4.15. [[1"ie maximum of the distribution ci-llrve seen around H=-17

MA/m(214kOe) for the as-quenched state(a) shifts to higher IUI

when the aging time Å}ncreases more than 240s. This implies that the

aging is accompanied by the increase in the mean internal field, H.
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It should be noted that the increase in the probability of the

zero internal field occurs at 240s, and roughly coincides with

the beginning of the shift of the probab;lity curve. The former

means precipÅ}tation of' the paramagnetic phases. Values of P(O)

are plotted in Fig.4.16 as a function of aging tirne. It is evi-

dent that P(O) increases'sharply after a duratj.on of 200-300s

whiÅëh agrees with ti=190s for x=O.363 obtained previously in

4.3.la. Figure 4.17 depicts that the pararnagnetic peak is clear-

ly recognized in the difference specra for the aging times long-

er than 360s, though it is absent or vague at 120s. The height of

the paramagnetiÅë peak,ho, is compared with P(O) in Fig.4.16. After

a duration of about 200s, ho also shows a rapid lncrease follow-

ed by a gradual increase for the longer aging time of more than

500s. General trend of the time dependence of ho and P(O) has a

close similarity. The time when the paramagnetic peak is first

recognized is much shorter than the case ofx==O.21, and is in-

cluded within the first stage of the Johnson-tyIehl plot.

     Since the paramagnetic peak is clearly measured at 480s in

the initial stage agÅ}ng, detailed discussions will be, hereafter,

                      Lconcentratred on the aging time. The experimental Mbssbauer

spectra of the 480s-aged and the as-quenched aUoy aÅée repeated in

Figs.4.18(a) and (b), respectively. A solid line(b2) in Fig.4.18(b)

is the spectrum calculated by assuming the random atomic distri-

bution, showing good fit to the experimental data, whieh is also

checked by the comparison of two difference spectra defined by (a-th)

and (a-b2) in Fig.4.18(c). [[he distance between the A and A peak is

about 9.3mrn/s which i$ equivalLent to the average internal field of

-23MA/m(289kOe), and is comparable with the internal field of the
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final Fe-rich phase(-24.5MA/m). The fact strongly suggests that

Fe-rich clusters coexist with the Cr-rich phase in the beginning

of the decomposition already, being consistent with descriptions

of the nucleation and growth theory. Figure 4.19(a) shows the

internal field distribution curves of both the 480s-aged(PA) and

as-quenched sample(PQ) for the comparison. [[?ie difference of (PA- PQ)

in Fig.4.19(b) points out that the aging is accompanÅ}ed by an in-

crease in P(U) in the field range from -20 to -25MA/m(region A)

and at H=O, and a decrease in P(H) in the range from -5 to -20

MAIm. [[?rie change in region A is inctuced by the increase of Fe atom

configurations with internai fields higher than the average.

Since the hatched area B is roughly equal to the hatched area A,

it may be reasonable to eonsider that the atom configurations in

the region B transform into those in the region A, which wU! be

realized by the replacement of Cr atoms with Fe atoms. Then, the

decreased probability in the field region C may be related with the

increase in P<O), if we assume that the replaced Cr atorns aggiorTv-

erate to form Cr-rich clusters. In other words, it is speculated

that atom configurations belonging to the field region C act as

the nucleation site for the Cr-rich phase precipitation.

(ii) Computer simu1ation

     The computational method to see the local environmental

effect has proved itself to be effective to synthesize a speetrum

of the as-quenched state (e•g•, Fig.4.18(b)). The method may be

also available to synthesize a spectrum of the decomposed state

if probabilities P(m,n) are modified as follows. Since the method

to compute the probability of the internal field distribution

also gives good fit to the as-quenched spectrum (e.g., Fig.4.14(a)),
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the interna[L field probabilities P(m,n) and P(H) are comparable with

each other. However, there is a problem that the intervals between

P(m,n)'s which are given by eq.(1.1) vary from value to value in

contrast to the equal division of AH(=O.53MA/m) in the method to com-

pute the internaL field distribution curves. Therefore,P(m,n) values

are first recalculated to have nearly equal intervals(N O.66MA/m)

comparable with AH. The resultant values (hereafter PQ(m,n))

are compared with those of PA(H) in Fig.4.20(a), which are cal-

culated from the 480s-aged spectrum. Xt is easily understood
                            -t tthat' the figure has a quaLitativelY s"nilar meaning with Fig.4.19(a)

which has revealed the change in the internal field distribution

due to the short-time aging. Next, PQ(m,n) values are modified

point by point to compensate discrepancies with the PQ(H) curve, which

yields PA(M,n) shown in Fig.4.20(b). The procedure taken is quali-

litatively equivalent to the description that the arnount corresponding

to the decrements in the field rNegion B is transferr'ed to the region

A, and that corresponding to those in the region C is accumulated at

H=O(cf. Fig.4.19). In the actual caLculation, H(8,6) which has the

lowest internaL field among other vaLues given by eq.(1.1) is replaced
            'by zero because it has small probability, P(8,6)=O, for the as=

quenched state of x=O.363. The change in the average concentration

which will arise from the neglect of the mass conservation in the

above proeedure is estimated about 1.5 atO/oCr, and is negligible. The
             N t,
spectrsum synthesized by usipg these values of PA(m,n) is repre-

sented by a solid iine(a2> in Fig.4.21(a) along with the experi-

mental one(al). (Other parameters in eqs.(1.1) and (1.2) are

those obtained previously in 1.3.1.) The difference, (al-a2), in

Fig.4.21(b) compared with Fig.4.18(c) clearly shows the collapse
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of the peaks at the A(A') and B(B') sites, which proves a good

agreement of the synthesized spectrum to the experimental data

in the high velocity ranges. Values of P(m,n) for the as-quenched

state and those correspondÅ}ng to the decomposed state are shown

in Fig.4.22 as a function of (m+n),i.e., the sum of the number

of Cr atoms in the first(m) and the second(n) nearest sheli. As

has already been stated in 1.3.1, because sing]e Cr atom in

the next nearest neighbour shell should correspond to O.7 Cr

atoms in the nearest neighbour shell, (m+n) should be replaced by

(m+O.7n) if the influence on the Fe intemal field is considered.

But the correction do not affect significantly the general fea-

ture of the figure. The figure, essentially, has the same mean-

ing with Fig.4.19(a), but is more intuitive than the latter for

undeystanding atomic rearrangements accompanied by the decompo-

sition. The histogram is nearly symmetric to (m+n)=5 ln the as=

quenched state, with P(8,6)=O. The center of gravity of the

histograrn is a measure of the average concentration. The phase

decomposition involves the increase in the concentration regions
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richer in Fe than the average (designated as Al-A4) and the de-

crease in those poorer in Fe (designated as Bl-B6) in addition

to the increase in P(8,6) which corresponds to the formation of

the Cr-rich phase. As a consequence, the histogram becomes asyrn-

metric after the decomposition. The precipitation of the Cr-rich

phase requires agglomeration of Cr atoms to the nucleation sites.

The decrease of Bi's suggests that the Cr atoms to participate

the formation of the phase are mainly supplÅ}ed from the atom

configurations with m+n=5 to 13. These atom configurations will

be enriched in Fe after the precipitation, which will result in

the increase in the Fe-rich regions denoted by Al-A4. Among
Ai's, the remarkable increase in P(m,n) at m+n=2 (designated as

A2) should be noted because it means the preferential increase

in the Fe-rich configutations with two Cr atoms in the first

and the second nearest neighbour shell. The configurations corre-

pond to the final Fe-rich phase, since the lnternal field of

-23MA!m which is estimated from eq.(1.1) for m+n=2 is roughly

equal to that of the phase(=-24.6tyIA/m) obtained previously.

The computer simulation suggests that the Fe-rich regions co-

exists with the Cr-rich regions in the early stages of the aging

already.

(iii) Transmission electron microscopy

     The transmission electron micrograph of the as-quenched
    tt
alloy is shown in Fig.2(a), in which no precipitate associated

with the phase decomposition is observed within the grains.

Overall precipitation of fine particles with the diameter of

about 10 nm is clearly recognized at 600s of the aging time

already, as seen in Photo.2(b). The time is within the first
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stage of the Johnson-Mehl plot (Fig.4.6), and is delayed slight-

ly from the first appearance of the paramagnetic peak in the

difference specra (Fig.4.17). The particleSgradually grow with

increasing aging time as seen in Photos.2(c) and (d). The

volume fraction,fT, of these particles, which is estimated from

eq.(4.13), is plotted in Fig.4.23 along with fL based on the

lever relation (eq.(4.14)). Values of fT are O.02, O.12, O.15 at
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t=600s, 1.2ks, 3.6ks, respectively. Though fT is about a half of

fL at 600s, it agrees well with the latter for aging times of

more than 1.2ks(logtcr3). These particles seem to be visible by

the electron microscope when fL >-O.05. Ivldssbauer spectroscopy

proves itself to be more sensitive than electron microscopy in

detecting the particles in the early stages of the decomposition,

because the paramagnetic peak is measured at 360s aLready(Fig.4.17).

The sldpe of the log4 vs. Iogt is about 1.5, which supports

the result obtained by the Johnson-Mehl plot that their growth

is controlled by the lattice diffusion. These features are quite

sirnilar to the case of x=O.21 cited previously. It may be rea-

sonable to identify these particles as the Cr-rich phase from

the avobe experimental result, though their composition and

structure are not determined by electron microscopy.

     In summary, those results that, (1) the matrix concentratÅ}on
 '
varies after the elapse of incubation ttme of about 200s(Fig.4.1),

(2) the paramagnetic phase appears immediately after the completion

of the incubation time(Figs.4.15,4.17), (3) the Johnson-Mehl plot

has the time exponent ntr1.5

in the initial stages of the

aging times of less than lks

(Fig.4.6), and (4) overall

precipitation of fine parti-

cles occurs after a aging

ti-me as short as 600s(Photo.

2b), indicate that the alloy

of x=O.363 decomposes by N-G

process at 748K as well as

   -O.4
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relation(L) and the electron microscope
observation (T).
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the alloy of x=O.21. But, in cotrast to these results, the fact

that the decomposition is accompanied by the development of the

concentration fluctuation in the rnatrix(Fig.4.10) is rather char-

acterlzed by S procees, being qualitatively consistent with the

neutron scattering experiment that the time evolution of the

neutron scattering intensity of the 320/oCr aUoy showed typical

spinodal behavior at 773K. It is therefore concluded that two

modes of decomposition, N-G and S process, coexist in the case

of x=O.363, though the Åíormer is predominant.

(c) TheaUoy of x=O.556

(i) lnternal field distribution curve and difference spectrum

     The experimental spectra for x=O.556 are shown by dots in

Fig.4.24. When the aging time is less than 600s, the change in

the specturn is hardly dis'tingulshable with the naked eyes. How-

ever, when the time becomes longer than 3.6ks, the broadening

of the second and fifth peak is clearly recognized. The internal

field distribution curves of these spectra are depicted in Fig.4.25,

the corresponding synthesized spectra being drawn by solid lines

in Fig.4.24. It is evident that the distributÅ}on curves become

gradually broader with increasing aging time. These mean that the

deviation from the compQsitional homogeneity develops slowly with

the aging time. The broadening of the intemal fÅ}eld distribution

curve is accompanied by the gradual displacement of the location

of its maxirnum to higher values of IHI, rneaning the increase

in the average internal field. However, it should be noted that

these changes in the distribution curve do not involve the in-

crease in the probability at H=O orH=-24.6MA/m, when the aging

time is less than 3.6ks. This implies that there is no sign of
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pwecipitation of the Cr-rich phase or the Fe-rich phase r'egardless

of the considerable development of the concentration fluctuation

in the matrix. These'circumstances differ significantly from

the case of the alloy of x=O.363. A noticeable increase in P(O)

is measured after the prolonged aging tirne of 90ks.

     Figure 4.26 shows various difference spectra in which the

first indication of the spectrum change is weakly cor[firmed around

the velocity of Å}3.5mm/s at 60s. SAttth increasing aging time, the

                                   'outermost peaks designated as A and A increase their amplitudes,

and displace their positions outside, sÅ}milar trends being observed

on the inner peaks. However, there is no sign of the paramagnetic

peak around zero velocity at least until 36ks of the aging time. It
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is observed after the prolonged aging time of about 90ks. These

results are consistent with those obtatned from the internal field

distribution curves. The above result contrasts strikingly with

the case of x=O.363 in whic'n the pararnagnetÅ}c peak is recognized

at the short aging time of 360s, and suggests that the decompo-

sÅ}tion mode of the x=O.556 alloy is characterized by S process.

     The distance between two outermost peaks, AA', is plotted

in Fig.4.27 for the comparison between x=O.556 and x=O.363.

Dotted lines in the figure represent distance between the first

and the sixth peak of the room temperature Mb'ssbauer spectra
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of pure iron, the Fe-rich phase and alloys of x=O.36 and O.56.
As for the alloy of ,y=O.556 aged for 60s(logttr1.s),7121V ts about

6.7mm/s which corresponds to the average internal field of

-17MA/m(214kOe). The latter is converted into the average Cr

content of x=O.45, assuming that eq.(l.5) holds for the decom-

posed alloys. Therefore, the extreme of the concentration fluctu-

ation deviats at most 10 O/oCr from the average at the beginning

of the decompostion. The value A- 4-' tends to Å}ncrease very slowly

with increasing aging time, whÅ}ch is interpreted in terms of

the slow growth of the amplÅ}tude of the concentration fluctua-

tion wave. It takes very long aging time for 7[4'to reach the

composition of the final Fe-rich phase<.xit,--O.09). On the other

hand, the alloy of x=O.363 has a rather large value of A- A' at

                                  -tthe beginning of the decompositon:AA=9.3mm/s for t=240s(logtr2.4).
                            'The former corresponds to the average internal field of -23MA/m

(289kOe) which is near the value of -24.6MA/m(309kOe) of the Fe=

rich phase. In other words, the matrlx concentration change starts

with the fommation of iron-rich regions whose concentration

(estimated about x=O.16 from eq.(1.5)) is rather near that of

the final state and becomes equivalent to the latter after the

short aging time of Nl.2ks (log t=3.1). These features are cha]r-

acterized by the N-G mechanism, and are different considerablly

from the case of x=O.556 which shows the spinodal behavior.

(ii) Computer simu1ation

     Since the initial-stage decomposition ls of interest and

the difference spectrum becomes relatively sharp after 600s,

the corresponding spectrum is examined closely as Å}Ilustrated
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in Fig.4.28(a). The aging tirne is comparable with 480s in the

case of x=O.363 discussed in the former subsection. A so!id line(b2)

in Fig.4.28(b) is a spectrum calculated to give the best fit to

the expem'mental data(bl) of the as-quenched state, by using
     'parameters, a=2.03MA/m(25.5kOe), b==1.35MA/m(17kOe), and Ho=-26.3

rlA/m(330kOe), on the assumptlon of the random atomic distribution.

The agreement between these spectra is good in the higher veloc-

ity range$, but sÅ}ighUy poor around the spectrum center. Hence

the foUowing discussion will be limited in the higher velocity

ranges. Since the method foÅé computing the internal Åíield dis-

tribution gives a good-fit spectrum to the same experirnental
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data( cf. Fig.4.24), the probabilities of P(H) and P(m,n) are

comparable with each other, if corrections are made in the same

way as cited in 4.3.2(b). In Fig.4.29(a) are shown the values of

PQ(m,n) in the as-quenehed state after the correction, together

with the internal field distribution curve( I'A(H)) of the 600s=

aged alloy. Discrepancies observed between these two curves

are interpreted as the change in the atomic configuration accom-

panied by the decomposition. Values of PQ(m,n) are modified point

by point to compensate the discrepancies to yield PA(m,n) as

shown in Fig.4.29(b). The spectrurn synthesized by using these
                                              'values of PA(n?,n) is represented by a solid line in Fig.4.30 (a2),

which shows good fit of the ca.lculation to the experimental data

(al). The good fitness is confirmed by disappearance of the
peaks at the A(A') and the B(B') site of the differenoe spectrum

defined by (a1--a2) in Fig.4.30(b)( cLFig.4.28(c)). [R"ie values of

PA(m,n) thus obtained represent probabilities to find m and n Cr

atoms at the lst and the 2nd nearest shell of an Fe atom in the

decomposed state, respectively. Figure 4.31 depicts the change

in P(m,n) attending the phase decomposltion as a function of

(m+n). The maximum of P(m,n) at (m+n)=8 in the as-quenched state

(labeled by the subscript,Q) shows a slight displacement to

the lower values of (m+n) after the deeomposition (labeled A):

it involves the increase in P(m,n)'s at (m+n)=4 to 7, and the

decrease in those at (m+n)=8 to 10. The former means that the
    'probabilities of concentration regions in which the Fe content

is higher than the average increase after the decomposition. The

increments in P(m,n) at (m+n)=5 to 7 are about equal. There is

no indication of remaÅékable increase in P(m,n) at (m+n)=2 or 3.
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The figure means that the concentration profiie after the decom-

position is characterized by the slight deviation from the ran-

dom atomic distribution in the as-quenched state, without being

accompanied by the t"ormation of Fe atorn clusters. The aspect of

the concentration change is one of distinctive features of the

spinodal decomposition, and is significantly different from

the case of x=0.363 in whtch the preferential Å}ncrease in P(m,n)

is confirmed around (m+n)=2, which implies the formation of

Fe atom clusters ( cL Fig.4.22). [[?'ie computer simulation supports

the experimental findings that the alloy of x==O.556 decomposes

via S process in the early stage of the aging.
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(iii) Transmission electron microscopy

     A transmission e!ectron micrograph of the as-quenched alloy

is shown in Photo.3(a). There is no indication of precipitates

of modulated structures in the interior of grains. Microstruc-

ture changes due to the decomposition are vague even after the

aging time of 1.2ks as seen in Photo.3(b) in spite of that the
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Mdssbauer data suggest the concentration change in the matrix

at this aging period(Fig.4.26). After the 3.6ks-aging, however,

the modulated structure characteristic of the spinodal decompo-

sition is recognized as in Photo.3(c). Since the internal field

distribution curve shows no indication of the increasein P(H)

at H=O and -24.6MA/m after 3.6ks(Fig.4.25), the maximum and the

minimum of the concentration fluctuation wave do not reach the

concentrations of the Cr-rich and the Fe-rich phase at the aging

tirne. It is, therefore, unreasonable to consider that the modu-

lated structure is responsible for the precipitation of the

equilibrium phases: it should be ascribed to the compositional
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fluetuations in the matrix. When the aging time is increased up

to 108ks(30h), well-defined particles are observed as in Photo.

2(d). The interconnectivity of these particles is less pro-

nounced than that in Photo.3(c). The internal field distribution

curve shows a noticeable increase in P(O) after the 90ks-aging,

suggesting the Cr-rich phase precipitation. Thus the transmission

electron microscope observation supports that the Cr-rich phase

follows after the considerable development of the compositional

fluctuation in the matrix, being consistent with the Mdssb,auer
                          l- tresults obtained hitherto. The aging time of 108ks(30h, log t=5)

is roughly coincident with the time where the concentration

fluctuation estimated from the halfwidth oÅí the Mdssbauer peak

develops its maximum(Fig.4.10). The mean internal field,H , at

that time is about -19.7MA/m(248kOe) which is converted to the

Cr content x,blO.32, assuming that eq.(1.5) is avialable. It has

already been gonfirmed in 4.3.1 that N-G process is predominant

in the concentration range,xSO.38. These two facts suggest that

compositional fluctuation waves are un$table in the concentration

range,x<.O.38. Even if the decomposition is initiated by the

gradual growth of the compositional fluctuation waves, they

degenerate as soon as the Cr-rich phase precipitation takes

place. It is likely that the latter becomes favorable when the

extreme of the compositional fluctuation waves crosses over the
           "tcritical concentration, that is, x=O.38.

     In summary, those facts that (1) the matrix concentration

changes without incubation time as a function of aging time

(Figs.4.1,4.2), (2) the concentration change is involved by

the continuous growth of the compositional fluctuation (Fig.4.!O),
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(3) the compositional fluctuation is accompanied by the modulated

structure, and (4) precipÅ}tation of the Cr-rÅ}ch phase follows

after the extensive development of the compositional fluctua-

tion and the modulated structure, lead to the conclusion that

the initial stage of the decomposition of the alloy with x=O.556

is characterized by the spinodal decomposition. A clear distinc-

tion of the decomposition mode is recognized between the alloy
                    'of x=O.363 and O.556.
                  '

4.4'Conclusion

(1) The existence of the incubation time,ti, in the isothermal

aging at 748K is confirmed through measurements of the mean

internal fieid,H , of the alloys with the Cr content of x=O.21

to x=O.377. The concentration and temperature dependence of
                                                     'tiare quaZitatively interpreted in terms of the classical nu-
                                                   18)cleation theory (eq.(4.4)) developed by Feder et al.                                                     The analy-

sis of the decomposition process based on the Johnson-Mehl

equation reveals that completion of the,incubation period is

followed by the diffusion-controlled growth of fixed numbers of

precipitates, which is verified by the fact that the time
                                            'exponent,n, of the equation is about 1.5 for alloys with x=O.21

and O.363 (Fig.4.6). Immediately after the completion of the

incubation time, i.e., at 360s, a direct evidence for the pre-

cipitation of the paramagpetic Cr-rich phase i$ obtained by

Mdssbauer measurements on the aged alloy of x=O.363. In accord-

ance with the result, overall precipitation of the fine particles

with average diarneter of about 10 nm is confirmed after the

600s-aging of the alloy by transmission electron microscopy
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(photo.2). The volume fraction, fl , of the precipitates estimated

by transmission electron microscopy agrees well with that ( fL )

evaluated from the H measurement based on the lever relation

(Fig.4.23). On the basis of these experÅ}mental findings, the

phase decomposition accompanied by the 748K-agÅ}ng is classified

as the nucleation and growth process foT the alloys with x=O.21

to O.38.

(2) In addition to these experimental findings, the broadening

of the Mdssbauer absorption peaks, which is explained by the

compositlonal fluctuation characteristic of the spinodal decom-

positon, is involved in the 748K-aging of alloys with x=O.31 to

O.556. The result is qualitatively consistent with the neutron
                       11)
scattering measurements that the spinodal behavior becomes no-

teciable in the concentration range of x)O.32. The above result

combined with the findings mentioned in (1) indicates two decorr}-

position modes, that is, the nucleation and growth process and

the spinodal decomposition coexist in the concentratÅ}on range

ofx=O.31to x=O.38. But, the compositional fluctuation is limited

in the early stages of the aging, and playsa minor role through

the decomposition. The kinetics rnay be termed as the nucleation

and growth process from a practical view point.

(3) There is no Å}ncubation time detectable in theH measurement
                                            '
of the 748K-aging of alloys with x==O.4 to O.556. The phase sepa-

ration oÅí the alloy of x=O.556 involves the gradual develop-

ment of the compositional fluctuations without precipitation
                           ,
in the early stages(t<90ks(25h)). The precipitation of the para-

magnetic phase is delayed after the considerable evolution of

the compositional fluctuation. The initial-stage decomposition
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is accompanied by the modulated stTucture, which is followed by

the particled-dispersed structure in the prolonged aging of
   'more than 108ks(30h). These features of the decomposition are
                                                           'characteristic of the spinodal mechanism.

(4) The present result that the nucleation and growth process

plays an important role in the phase decomposition inside the

spinodal line by the classical deÅíinition is consistent with

the prediction of the computer simulation made by MiroZd and
BÅ}nder8.)
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